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Surnrnary
It is well known that every oval (set of g * 1 points, no three collinear) in a
Desarguesian plane of odd order is an irreducible conic (and conversely). In the case
when the order of the plane is even, this is not true and the classification of ovals
is la,rgely unknown. Since every oval in PG(z,q), q even, is contained in a unique
hyperoval (set of g* 2 points no three collinear), we can classify ovals by classifying
hyperovals. In this thesis, some progress is made towards the classification of a
special class of hyperovals, namely monomial hyperovals, in the Desarguesia,n planes
(of even order).
In Chapter One, a short introduction is given, containing some well known
results from the theory of finite fields as well as some relevant results on projective
planes. In the next section, the concept of conics in. PG(2,q) is given as the moti
vating concept to hyperovals of PG(2,q). It is quite well known that a hyperoval of
PG(2,q), q > 2 even, which contains the fundamental quadrangle has a canonical
representation as a set of points
D(l): {(l(¿),f,1) : t € GF(q)} u {(1,0,0), (0,1,0)}
where l(t) is a permutation polynomial over GF(q) with degree at most q - 2 sat-




is a permutation polynomial. Conversely, any set D(f) where f is as above, is a
hyperoval. If D(Í) is a hyperoval then I is called an o-polynomial. Any hyperoval
which is the image under an element of PII(3, q) of a hyperoval whose o-polynomial
is a monomial rk, for some positive integer k e {t, .. . ,g - 2} is called a monornial
hyperoual. For ease of notation we write D(k) fot D(ro). So fa,r, there a,re five
known classes of monomial hyperovals of PG(2,q) (they are the regular, translation,
Segre's 2(6) and the two classes of Glynn's hyperovals) and \¡¡e are interested in the
question whether a given hyperoval must be one of these types. Several authors have
conjectured that this is indeed the case, and the classification has been verified in
PG(2,2h), h 128, by exhaustive computer search [10].
Chapter Two reviews a result by Matthews from the paper entitled " Permu,-
tation properties of the polynomials 1 * r * ... I rk ouer a finite field" [17] which
states fhat D(k * 1) being a hyperoval is equivalent to l*r +...+2fr being a
permutation polynomial over GF(q), q even. For example, D(2) is a hyperoval cor-
responding to the permutation polynomial 1 + r. This result would give an easy
proof that the known monomial hyperovals are indeed hyperovals provided we can
find the permutation polynomials that give rise to them.
We based our investigation into the classification of monomial hyperovals on a
necessary and suffi.cient numerical condition proved by Glynn in his paper entitled
"Two new sequences of oaals in f,nite Desarguesian planes of euen order" [g]. This
states that a set of points D(k) is a hyperoval, in PG(z,q), q even, if and only if
dÅkd modq- l for all d e {1,... ,q-2} (where { is a particular partial ordering
of the set of integers Nn : {0,...,q - 1}). A computer program was developed,
using this numerical condition. For each plane PG(2,2n), h some positive integer,
we considered the list of integers lc = L, . . . ,e- 2. For each k, we tested whether 2(k)
is a hyperoval in PG(2,2o) by checking whether there exists any d e {1, . .. ,q - Z}
such that d < kd mod q-1. Let S(k) be the set {d: d < kd,d e {t, ...,q-2}}. If for
a particular value of k, 5(k) : Ø, then 2(k) must be a hyperoval. Otherwise, 2(k)
is not a hyperoval and the list 5(k) (S(k) + ø) of the value(s) of d e {1,. ..,q - 2}
such that d < kd was written alongside this particular value of k.
Inspection of these lists led to conjectures which will be proved in Chapters
Th¡ee a¡rd Four.
Chapter Three contains the main results of the thesis. The first result of the
first section states that the list is symmetrical about k : qlT in the sense that
5(k) : S(q - k). The second section provides the complete determination of the
sets S(2') for each positive integer I 1 n t h" - t. This leads to an alternative
proof of the known result that D(2) is a hyperoval of. PG(2,q), q even, if and
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only if (n,h) :1. The third section of Chapter Three concerns the classification
of hyperova\s of. PG(2,2h) of. the form 2(k) with lc : 2^ i 2 f.or some positive
integers m, > n. An interesting result is a full classification of hyperovals of the form
D(2+2^),for 21m 1lt.- 1. Also, aset of points D(2^ +2),nL > n, is not a
hyperoval whenever the index l¿ can be expressed as l¿ : ant,I bn, where o and ó
are non-negative integers and a, is as large as possible (i.e. 0 I bn 1m - 1) which
then implies that a set of points D(22 +2*) is not a hyperoval of. PG(2,2ä) whenever
the index lt, ) m * 2 is even. It is also shown that D(2 + 2^) is not a hyperoval
of. PG(2,2ä) whenever l¿ : arn-fbn* l and h,) 2m,|-nl1 (where o is as large
as possible and 0 1 bn 1 m. - I) and a special case of this result is a set of points
D(22 +2^) fot m ) 4 even, is not a hyperoval in PG(2,2ä) whenever the index of
the plane h22n¿ * 3 is odd.
In Chapter Four a different approach to the problem is undertaken. We choose
an integer d e {1, ...,8 - 2} and determine which sets 2(,b) have d e S(k) and
hence are not hyperovals. It turns out that an integer d e {1, ...,e - 2} with one
term in its binomial expansion (that is of the form 2 for some positive integer n)
always belongs to the set S(k) whenever k is odd. This result can also be obtained
by applying the result of Segre-Bartocci [3a] which shows that every term in an o-
polynomial must have even degree. The next step is to find a result corresponding
to a value of d with two terms in its binomial expansion, that is, d, = 2 12^ lor
distinct positive integers m,n. We describe an algorithm to determine, for a given
integer d e {t, .. .,e - 2} having two terms in its binomial expansion, the possible
integers k such that d € .S(k), by the use of an example.





In the first section of this chapter we shall survey some preliminary results on finite
fields, projective spaces and projective planes as well as recall the notion of binary
representation and binary addition. In the second section we shall introduce the
concept of hyperovals of PG(2, g) in general and monomial hyperovals in particular.
We then review a necessary and sufficient numerical condition for the existence of
monomial hyperovals of. PG(Z,q), see Glynn [9] Theorem A.
1.1 Sorne prelirninaries
1.1.1 Finite fields
A finite field F of. order q is a set of q elements on which two binary operations,
called addition and multiplication, are defined and which contains distinct, distin-
guished elements 0 and 1, called the zero element and identity element respectively.
Furthermore, F is a¡ abelian group with identity 0 with respect to addition and
the non-zero elements of F form an abelian group with identity 1 with respect to
multiplication. The two operations of addition and multiplication are linked by the
left distributive law a(b + c) : ab * ac, for all a,b,c € F. The right distributive law
(b + c)a : ba * c¿ follows automatically from the commutativity of multiplication.
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It can be shown that, for a finite field to exist, the order q of the field must be
a power of a prime p, that is q - ph f.ot some positive integer l¿. Conversely, for each
prime power e -- ph, there exists a unique (up to field isomorphism) finite field of
this order denoted by GF(q) for the Galois field of order q, see [7] Chapter 45. The
number p is called the characteri,stic of. F.
Notation. Let GF(q). denote the set GF(q) \ {0}. We use (r,s) to denote the
greatest common divisor of two integers r and y.
Lemma 1.1.1 ([16], Lemma 2.3) If F isafi,nitefieldwithph elements,theneaery
ae F satisfiesQP' :a.
Proof. If. a : 0 the lemma is trivially true. On the other hand, the nonzero
elements of F form a group under multiplication, of order ph - L. By Lagrange's
theorem, the order of every nonzero element of F divides pt'- 1. Thus apn-L: 1 for
alI a l0 in F. Multiplying this relation by ø we obtain lhat apn : a. I
An autornorphism a of a field .F is a one-one function from f' to itself such that ,
for all ø and y in F, a(r-ly) : a(r)+a(U) and a(rg) : a(r)+a(U). Two properties
of an automorphism a of F are a(O) : 0 and o(t) - 1. The automorphisms of
GF(q), e : Ph, are the bijections a : GF(q) --, GF(q) where e : e 
- 
ør", for all
a € GF(q), where r¿ is an integer, see [tO] Theorem 2.2L. By lemma 1.1.1, eP' : e
for all a e GF(q), and hence it may be assumed that 0 1n t h,.
We now introduce the notions of permutation polynomial, binary represen-
tation and bilary addition; all of which will be used in later chapters. First, let
GF(q)[z] denote the collection of all polynomials in the variable r with coefficients
from Gf'(q).
Definition 1.1.1 Let GF(q) be a finite field of characteristic p, with I : p=, p
prime and e > 1. A polynomial f e GF(q)[z] is called a permutation polyno'mial of
CF(q) if the associated polynomial function f : c r. l(c) from GF(q) into GF(q)
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is a permutation of. GF(q). In other words, the polynomial / e CF(q)[ø] is a
permutation polynomial of GF(q) if and only if lþ) : a has a unique solution in
GF(q) for each a e GF(q).
Definition 1.1.2 Let q - 2o, h a positive integer, and let u be a positive integer
such that 0/-r 1q- 1. Let z have the binomial expansion ø: Df:ot r¡Zi,whete
r¿ € {0, 1}. Then we let the binarg representation of. r be æsx1. . .rn_t. We write
bin.rep"r : roIL...tn_t.
Note that if ¿ € No is a positive integer as in Definition 1.1.2 then for a given
positive integer r, the binary representation of 2'r mod.(2n - 1¡ 
bi"+=p" r'0r'r...t'h r
can l¡e obtained by shifting each digit in the binary representation of r by r positions
to the right and wrapping in the sense that if r¿,0 1i t h, - 1, is shifted to the
right by r positions and r¿¡, is such that 'i I r ) /¿ then r¿a, becom€s Ø¿1,*o¿¿ süch
that 0 <i+r t h - 1. We illustrate this by the use of an example as follows.
Example 1.1.1 Let q:25 and, let r - 11 so that æ 
bin'rep' 
11010. Then the binary
representation of ZLu is 01101 and the binary representation of 22r is 10110.
Let q - 2h , fr, a positive integer, and let a, b be integers with 0 1 a,b < q - L.
Suppose that o and ô have binomial expansions ø - DLJ a¿Zi and b - y!_] b¿Zi,
a¿,b¿ e {0, 1} for all i, respectively. We illustrate lhe binary addition aIb mod (2h -
1) 
bi"5o' doù. . .dn-r, in terms of the binary representations of ø and b, as follows:
ø mod (2h - L) 
binæPo 
cLo a.t ah-l
ó mod (2n - I) 
bing:P' óq \ bn-t
If øo * äo = 0 or 1 then do : aot ó¡ else if øo * bo : 2then d6 - 0 and a carry of
co:1flows overinto the next column. Thus at the itä stage, lf.a¿*b¿*c¿-1:0 or
1 then d¿ : a¿* b¿ic¿-1 else if a¿lb¿l c¡-1 : 2 ot 3 then d,¡ - (a¿* å¿ *c¿-1) mod 2
and carry ci: L. If carry ch-r:1 then this must be added to d,¡, possibly resulting
in further 'carries'. The easiest way to do this is to add 100.. .0 to d,sd4. . . d¿_1. No
carry c¿-r will be generated in this addition.
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Example L,L,z Let q - 25 and let a : 28, b : 25. Th,en the binomial erpansions
of 28mod25 -L and25 mod 25 -L are, respectiuely,22 +23 +24 and20 +23 +24,
which rneans that the binary representation of 28 mod 25 -L and,25 mod 25 -L are,
respectiuelE, 00111 and 1007L. Straight addition of 28 i 25 is 20 + 22 + (23 + 23) +
(2n +2n) : 20 +22 +24 +25 : 2L +22 + 2a mod (2u - 1). This aditition can be
illustrated in terms of the binary representations of a and b as follows:
28 mod (2u - 1) 
bin'reP'
25 mod (2u - L) 
bin'rePn






























The following material on projective planes can be found in Hirschfeld [13] and
Dembowski [5].
Definition 1.1.3 A projectiue plane II is a set of points and a set of /ines (subsets
of points) satisfying the following a.xioms.
1. Two distinct points are contained in exactly one line
2. Two distinct lines intersect in one and only one point.
3. fI contains a quadrangle (four distinct points no three of which are incident
with the same liae).
Let V be an 3-dimensional vector space over the field GF(q) with origin 0.
Consider the equivalence relation on the vectors of.V - {0}, whose equivalence classes
a¡e the one-dimensional subspaces of I/ with the origin deleted, defined as follows.
If. X,Y e V - {8}, and X : (zo, :Dt,z2), Y : (Ao,Ut,!z) where r¿,U¿ e GF(q),
then X is equivalent to Y if, for some non-zero scalar t, A¿ : tr¿ fot ùL i. Then
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we define the equivalence classes of this equivalence relation to be the points of
lhe 2-dimensional projectiue space ouer GF(q), utd is denoted by PG(2,q). Thus,
we can write PG(z,q) to be the set {(ø0,ør,æz): r; e GF(q), r¿ not all zero} and
(*o,rr,r2) is identified with p(r¡, rt,x:z) for p € GF(q).. The lines of PG(z,q) are
the points of a 2-dimensional subspace of I/. It is easy to check thaf PG(2,q) is a
projective pla,ne called the classical or Desarguesian projective plane.
We then caLl, p(rs,rr,rz) the hornogeneous coordinates of the point (16,11,r2)
of. PG(Z,q). 'We fix a coordinate systemof PG(Z,q) by choosing 4 of its points (no
3 collinear) and labelling them (1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1) and (1,1,1), and calling the
fundamental quadrangle of. PG(2,q). Hence a subspace of.V of. dimension 1 or 2 is
called, respectively, a point or a line of. PG(2,q).
The number of points of aprojective plane r ir fi :q2 +qf l which is the
same as the number of lines of zr. Each line has q * 1 points and each pencil of lines
through a point contains q * 1 lines; these lines exhaust ø'.
Definition 1.1.4 A collineation o of a projective plane is a one to one mapping of
points onto points and lines onto lines which preserves incidence (hence collinearity).
We denote the image of X under o by X'. The set of all collineations of PG(z,q)
forms a group under composition, which is denoted as Pl.ú(3,q).
Definition 1.1.5 Let X(r¡,rL,r.2) and X'(r's,û\,rL) be points of. PG(2,q). A ho-




















where a¿¡ e GF(q), *rd the matrix A: lo¿¡l has a nonzero determinant
Note that a homography / of. PG(2,q) is + collineation, see [8] Section 2.4
Theorem 1. The group of homographies of. PG(2,q) is denoted by PGL(3,q).
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If {pt, Pz, Ps,Pa} and {Pi,, P!t, Pl, Pil are sets of four points, no three collinear
in PG(2,g), then there exists a unique homography / e PGL(3,q) such that / ;
P¿ r- P!, see [8] Section 3.2 Theorem 6. Thus the group Pl¿(3,q) is transitive on
the quadrangles of. PG(2,q).
We say a line I of. a projective plane zr is fixed pointwise by a collineation
o e PIL(3,q) if Po : P for all points P on (,. A line I fixed pointwise by a
collineation o is called an aris of o. Dually, a point P of.r is fixed linewiseby a
collineation ø if l" = ( for all lines / through P. A point P fixed linewise by a
collineation ø is called a centre of o.
A non-identity collineation has at most one centre and at most one axis, and
a collineation o has a centre P if and only if ø has an axis I (see [2] Chapter II.5
Theorem 4 and 5). If P € (. then ø is an elation ard ff. P ø/ then o is a homology.
Let r be a projective plane. A translation of zr is an elation of zr whose axis is
some line L* of. zr and whose centre is some point P e L*.
L.2 Introduction to hyperovals
In this section we shall introduce the concept of hyperovals of PG(2,q), and give
the motivating examples provided by the conics in PG(2,q). In particular we are
interested in the known classes of monomial hyperovals in PG(z,2ä) and Glynn's
condition for the existence of a monomial hyperoval which is the fundamental result
used in chapters 3 and 4.
Definition 1.2.1 A. conic C ín PG(z, q) is the collection of points of. PG(Z,q) whose
coordinates satisfy a homogeneous equation I of degree 2 with coefficients in GF(q).
A conic C has equation l@) : D?,¡:oc¿¡n¡rjt for some c¡¡ e GF(q). If / is
reducible then C comprises a pair of lines, possibly coincident or possibly defined in
a quadratic extension of. GF(q) with their point of intersection defined in GF(q). If
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C comprises a pair of distinct lines then it is (simply) d,egenerate, and if it comprises
a line counted twice then it is doubly degenerate. Otherwise C is non-d,egenerate.
Let C be a non-degenerate conic of PG(2,q). If C contains one point P of
PG(z,q) (that is, defined in Gr(q)) then it contains exactly g * 1 such points, and
no three of these are collinear, see [13] Lemma7.2.2. Furthermore, if q ) 4 there is a
unique non-degenerate conic C of PG(2,q) which contains five distinct given points,
no four of which are collinear, see [35] Chapter 5 Theor em 2. Since a line oL P G(2, q)
always intersects a conic in 0, 1, or 2 points, it is always called an erternal, tangent
ot secantline.
Lemma 1.2.1 ([fS] Corollary 4 of Lemma 7.2.S) In PG(2,ù for q euen, the
q * I tangents to a non-degenerate conic a,re concurrent. This point of corr,currency
is called the nucleus.
Thus, a non-degenerate conic together with its nucleus is a set of q * 2 points,
no three of which are collinear.
Definition 1,2.2 A. lc-arc K is a set of k points of. PG(2,q) such that no three of
them are collinear.
Since no line of. PG(Z,q) can have more than two points in common with a
le-arc K, a line of. PG(2,q) is a chord, tangentot external line of K according as it
contains two, one or no points of K. The points of a non-degenerate conic of. PG(2,q)
form a (q* l)-arc, see [13] Lemma 7.2.3, and a conic together with its nucleus is a
(q I2)-arc when q is even.
Theorem L.2.2 ([13] Theorem 8.1.3) Let K be a lc-arc of PG(2,q). Th,en the
macimum attainable ualue of k is q i r when q is od,d, and q i 2 when q is eaen.
Definition L.2.3 An oaal of PG(Z,q) is a (q -l l)-arc a¡rd a hyperoual of. pG(z,q)
isa(g*2)-arc.
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As an example, the points of a non-degenerate conic Á PG(Z,q) form an oval
and a conic together with its nucleus is a hyperoval. The q -F 1 tangents to an oval
of. PG(Z,q) with g even are concurrent and the point of concurrency is called the
nucleus, see [13] Lemma 8.1.4. Hence for q even, an oval can be uniquely completed
to a hyperoval by adding the nucleus.
Note that in PG(2,q), q even, there exist hyperovals comprising the points of
conic and its nucleus; this type of hyperoval is called a regular hyperoval.
When q is odd, every oval is an irreducible conic, see [30], thus completing the
classification of ovals in PG(z,q) for q odd. However, when q is even this is not the
case
We a¡e interested in the case when q is even, so we let g - 2h fot some positive
integer ft..
Given a hyperoval, an oval can be obtained by deleting one of the points of
the hyperoval. This deleted point is the nucleus of the resulting oval. There are
up to q + 2 ovals which can be obtained from a hyperoval in this way but we only
distinguish those which are distinct under the automorphism group PIL(3,q) of
PG(z,q). Thus to study ovals when q is even, it is useful to first find hyperovals and
then to determine the possible ovals contained in it (see [19] Theorem 1.1).
By the transitivity of the collineation group PIL(3,q) of. PG(2, q) on quadran-
gles, every hyperoval can be mapped by an element of Pl.ú(3, q) to one containing
the fundamental quadrangle (t,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1) and (1,1,1). Since we wish to clas-
sify hyperovals up to the action of Pl.L(3,8), we only need to consider hyperovals
which contain the fundamental quadrangle. Any such hyperoval ca¡r be described by
a pertnutation polgnomial according to the next theorem.
Theorem L.2.:3 ([13], Theorem 8,4.2) A hyperoual of PG(2,q), q eaen, q ] Z,
which contains the fundamental quadrangle can be written in the form
D(l) : {(/(ú), ú, 1) : t e cr(q)} u {(1,0,0), (0, 1,0)}
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where l(t) it a perrnutation polynomial ouer GF(q) with degree at most q-2 satisfying







is a permutation polynornial. Conuersely, any set D(f) where f is as aboue, is a
hyperoual containing the fundamental quadrangle.
Such permutation polynomials f are called o-polynomiøls, following Cherowitzo
[3]
If / is an o-polynomial then the conditions /(0) : 0 and /(1) : 1 imply that
/ has no consta¡rt term and that the sum of the coefficients of / is 1. The next
theorem also concerns the terms appearing in an o-polynomial.
Theorem L,2,4 ([34]) The cofficient of each terrn of od,d, pouer in an o-polynornial
is zero. That is, if D(l) with 
q_2
f @) = Ðooro
i:L
is a hyperoual of PG(z,q) with q:2h, q ) 2, then
f @) : Ð or¡r'i .
J:L
Every known hyperoval in PG(2,q), q :2h and h > 2, is the image under an
element of Pl.D(3, q) of one of the following hyperovals:
(1) The regular hyperovals R : D(x2), h. ) 2;
(2) the translation hyperovals T :D(r2"), (n,h): L,L 1n 3h- 1 and l¿ > 3,
see Segre 1957 [33];
(3) the Segre(-Bartocci) [34] [31] hyperovals D(ru), where lt,] 5 is odd;
(a) the Glynn hyperovals l9l h : D(r"+1), where l¿ ) 7 is odd, with a = ^/2 mod
(q - 1), .'t = \/o mod (q - 1);
I
(5) the Glynn hyperovals 19] Çz - D(r3"++), where l¿ ) 7 is odd, o = \/t mod (q -
1);
(6) the Lunelli-Sce [15] hyperovals ¿: D(f), where l@) : rL2 + ø10 + ,t"rt +
16 +r¡2ra l rlnr', e = 16 and 4 is a primitive element of Gf(16) satisfying
na :q -l 1. This was the first case of a hyperoval not being equivalent to one
described by a monomial o-polynomial;
(7) the Payne hyperovals 126lP:D@à +øå +¿å¡, where h,) 5 is odd and the
exponents are read modulo q - L;
(a) the Cherowitzohyperovals [3] C:D(n" læo+2*rto*n), where h:5,T,g,LL
or 13 and ø is an automorphism of. GF(q) with ø2 : 2 mod (q - 1);
(9) the O'Keefe-Penttila hyperovals lZZl rn PG(2,32) Dff) , where Í(r) : ,n +
uLL16 la2Ù18 +ØLtfrt0 la6rL2 +uLrrr4 +ø16+ø11 rL8+t20r20 +ØLtr22+u6r2a+
uLrn26 ]-r28, with ø being a primitive root of GF(32) satisfying u5 : u2 -lI;
(10) Penttila-Pinneri hyperovals l27l in PG(2,64)
G) Dff) with /(r) - e42n2 lu2rr4 lø42x6 +¿8+ u)zLnLl lrL2 +a2rrLt +
azL rL6 I u2O I r22 + Q42 l'26 + a42 r28 + a2LrSO + u,42n32 + u42 l.36 + u2L r38 +
a42 r4o * ra2 + Q2tn44 + Ø2Lr48 I u52 + uJ2rr54 + uJ2Lr56 + a2L #8 + a2L 160 +
u2L162, and
GÐ DU) with /(r) - Ø2114 r u42r6 * w2LrB + u2LrLu + a42rL2 + azLrLt +
@2LrL6 + u42rLg ¡ s42r2O * rza + ,j42r26 * r30 + a42#2 + u)\ïs4 + u42r36 +
a2Lï38 + a2Lr40 + Ø42142 + Ø21144 + uJ2Lr46 + a42 r48 + Ø427.50 + ø2rr52 +
a2Ir54 + a2Ln58 + a2L 160 I 162.
where ø is a primitive element of. GF(6!, satisfying ua : w I L;
(11) Penttila-Royle [28] hyperovals in PG(2,64) D(l) with l(ø) : 14 I a2L16 + u 8 +
a42rLï +zL4 +o'2LrL6 ¡¡¿42sLB +uJ42r24 +a2rr26 +a2Lr28 +w2Lr30 +a2tr32 +r3a +
u42 136 + a2L r4O * r 2 + uJ42r44 I r 8 + a42r5j + u42T52 + @2Lr5E + a42U6o 1 162,
where ø is a primitive element of GF(6a), satisfying aa : u I li
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The first irregular hyperovals to be found were the translation hyperovals [33]
If. q:2,4 or 8, every hyperoval of. PG(Z,q) is regular, see [13], Lemma 8.4.1
and Theorem 9.2.3.
Hall [11] by computer and O'Keefe and Penttila [18] without the use of a
computer proved that the only hyperovals in PG(2,16) are the regular and Lunelli-
Sce hyperovals.
Penttila and Royle [28] have classified all hyperovals in PG(2,32). The hyper-
ovals are the regular, translation, Segre-Bartocci, Payne, Cherowitzo and O'Keefe-
Penttila hyperovals.
One class of hyperovals of. PG(2,q) that has been completely characterized is
the class of. translationhyperouals. If.Dff) is a hyperoval and /(z +U) = ¡(n)+ f (U)
for all r,A e GF(q), then 2(/) is called a translation hyperoual. This is because
D(f) rcmains fixed under the following elation e., c € GF(q),
rg ---+ rot
0¡ ----+ 11 I crg,
12 ---+ rz t lk)ro
where (ro,rt,flz),a¿ € GF(q), represents a point of. PG(Z,q), which is a translation
with axis rz:0.
The set of points D(rz ) with (n,h): 1 is a translation hyperoval and con-
versely, by Segre and Bartocci [31], [34], Payne [25], every translation hyperoval is
of the type D(n2"). Ao alternative proof can be found in Hirschfeld [12]. For a full
account on translation hyperovals, see [t3] Section 8.5.
Theorem L.2.6 ([13] Theorem 8.5.4) InPG(2,2t'),D(Ð is atranslationhyper-
oual if and only ,f DU) : D(rz") with (n,h) : 1.
In section 3.2 we shall obtain the result that D(r2 ) is a hyperoval if and only
if. (n,h) - 1 using a new method.
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Definition L.2.4 Let D(k) (k # 0 mod (q - 1), k e Z) be the set of points of
PG(2,q)
D(k) : {(tr ,t,1) ; ú € Gp(q)} u {(1,0,0), (0, 1,0)}.
Since f-r - 1 for ail t € GF(q)*;7f. 11 : 12 (mod q- 1) then t" : ú'2 for
all ú € GF(q)-. Hence we can assume that 1 < k < q-2.
We call a hyperoval which is the image under an element of PII(3, q) of a
hyperoval of type D(k)., t < k I q-2, a monomial hyperoaal. Each known monomial
hyperoval in PG(2,q) is the image under an element of Pf^L(3, g) of one of the
following:
1. The regular hyperovals R : D(2), h > 2,
2. the tra¡rslation hyperovals T : D(2), (n,h) : 1, t 1 n < h - 1 and lr, ) 3,
see Segre 1957 [33]
3. the Segre hyperovals D(6), where h > 5 is odd, [31]
4. the Glynn hyperovals l9l Çt : D(o + 7), where h, ) 7 is odd, with o :
f2mod (q - 1), 1= Jo mod (q - 1)
5. the Glynn hyperovals [0] Çz : D(3o -t4), where lt, 2 7 is odd, o = \/, mod (q-
1).
The following characterization of monomial hyperovals is useful:
Theorem L.2.6 ([13] Corollary 2 Theorem 8.4.2) In PG(2,q), with q euen
and q > 2, D(k) is a hyperoual of PG(z,q) if and, only if
(1) (k,Ç - 1): 1
(2) (k-t,e-1) :tand
(f) /*(¿) : Ga?ltl is a permutation polynornial
L2
(notice that f¡r(t) is a polynomial, lor q. euen, itnplies numerator has no constant
term).
Theorem L.2.7 ([13] Theorem 8.4.3) If (k,q - 1) : (k - t,q - 1) : L then
D(k) = D(t - k) = D(k-Li = o$- k-1) = D((I- k)-') = D(k(k- 1)-,)
where k,I - k,k-t,I - k-',(1 - k)-t, k(k - I)-r are all reduced mod,ulo q - L (0 is
reduced to 0 and multiples of q - L reduced to q - t) and = rneans that there is a
homography whichTnaps one hyperoual to the other.
Our main objective is to investigate whether a monomial hyperoval must be
one of the five types above. By the definition of monomial hyperoval, Theorem 1.2.3
and the transitivity of. PIL(3,q) on quadrangles it is enough to determine which
integers k are such that D(k) is a hyperovaL in PG(2,2h). To facilitate our inves-
tigation, we shall be using Theorem 1.2.8 below which is a necessary and sufficient
numerical condition that determines whether a set D(k) for a given k is a hyperoval
in PG(2,2ä). Before stating the theorem, we need the following partial ordering i
on the set of integers n. where 0 1 n < q - L.
Definition 1,2.6 ([O]) The partial ordering I on the set of integers ÄIo : {n : 0 <








where a¿,b¿ € {0,1} for all z, then a I b if and only if a¿ 1 b¿ for all i. In other
words, all the terms appearing in the binomial expansion of ¿ must also appear in
the binomial expansion of ö.
Theorem 1.2.8 ([9] Theorem A) D(k) is a hyperoual of PG(Z,q) if and only if
d Å kd, for øIl d e {t,2,...,q-2}, where kd is reduced rnodulo q-t to lie in
^¡q: 
{1,... ,q-2} (withthe conaentionthat0 isred,ucedto0 and any multiples of
q-t arereducedtoq-L).
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Since this result is fundamental to our work, we now give the proof, starting
with some known result about polynomials.
Theorem L.2.9 ([6]) // l@) :0 <+ a :0, then f (t) is a pe,rnutation polynornial
of GF(q) if and only if [/(¿)]" mod (te - t) has zero coefficient for ¡ø-L for ail t <
r 1q-2.
Theorem 1.2.10 (lø)) Let g be any function from GF(q) to itself. Then there erists
a unique polynomial f oaer GF(q) of degree o,t most q - L (see Theoren 2.1.1) such
that f (À) - e(À) for all À e GF(q) . In fact,
q-L
Í(t):Dort', a¿ e GF(q),
i:0
where
øe:9(0), e,:- t g(À)À-'(1<r1q-2),andaq-y:- Ð 9(l).
ÀeGF(q)' Àe G.F(q)"
Theorem L?.LL ([9]) # k e Z then the erpansion of (L + ú)ft mod (tc - t) ouer
GF(q),maybecalculatedasfollows. Firstly,if te :0,then(t+t)ft -L. Second,Iy,





Proof. Let lc mod (q - 1) : Dl:.tk¿2i where ,b¿ e {0,1}, be the binomial
expausion of k. Then we can write k as a sum of powers of 2 as follows
Ic:2"+2b+2"+...
where a,b,... are integers belonging to the set {1,2,.. . ,h - L}
Now, for k + 0, we have
: (L + t¡2"+zb¡)cr"'
: (t +r)2"(r+t¡2'(r l-t¡2" ...
: (L + t2" )(t + r2')(t + P')...
(t + t)fr
L4
a,s all the powers 2o,2b,2,... belong to the binomial expansion of. k. f
Proof of Theorem 1.2.8. Suppose that k € {1, ...,e - 2}. Then by Theo-
rem 1.2.6 D(k) is a hyperova| of. PG(2,q) if and only if ln(t) : *+" is a permu-
tation polynomial of. GF(q).
Now /¡(ú) : o+]a1 Gf t # 0) : ffi# : (r+r)È-1+(r+ t)*-z*...+(ú+1)+1
Then,




If.t l0 then fo(t) :0 <+ (t+ 1)* *1 : 0<+ (t+ l)k : 1 <+ t tL :1fr-' +)ú* 1 :
1 <+ ú : 0, a contradiction. So /¡(ú) is a permutation polynomial if and only if k is
even and [/o (¿)]' mod (tø - t) has zero coefi,cient for ¿r-r, for all r € { 1, . , , , q - 2} .
Now, by Theorem L.2.I0., the coefficient of f-L in [/r(¿)]' mod (tø - ú) is
sr /(¡ + l)ft + 1\'L tr#l :o,forall 1€{1,"',Q-2}'
^€GF(q)' 
\ ^ /




: 0, for all r € {1,.. . ,q - 2}
Applying Theorem L.2.10 again, if we let g(t) : [(t + t)È + 1]', t e GF(q),
I 1 r I q- 2, then 9 corresponds to a unique polynomial / over Gf'(q) and
d"e(/) 1q- 1. Now lQ):Ðon:lortn, a¿ e GF(q), and for r = !,2,...,e- 2 the
coefficient of ú' in /(t) is cL, : -D.recr1o;. ((¿+")'. H"rr".,
^."ìor. 
(qa#ll)' : o' ror all r e {1' ' ' ''Q - 2} e
the coefficient of t' ín l(t + l)e * 1]" is zero, for all r € {1,. .. ,q - Z}
Now, [(t + 1)fr * 1]' has zero coeffi.cient for ú' if a¡rd only if the expansion of
[(t + t)À * 1]' mod (to - t), namely (see Theorem 1.2.11)




has zero coefficient for ú'for all r € {1, ...,e-2}. Applying Theorem I.2.LL again




which means that !((t + 1)o)' has zero coefficient for t', for all r e {1, . . .,e - Z},
d,1¡
if and only if I !t" has zero coefficient for ú", for all r e {1, ...,q- 2}
d,4¡ elkd,
a, c GF(q). Ar the coefficient of t' is a, = 0, this implies




Ð t' : Limplies thal a,t': 0 and so the coefficient of ú" is 0. Hence f I f ,")
d,<¡<kd d<r \e<,td /
ha^s zero coefficient for f", for all r e {1, ...,e-2l¡ ifa,nd only if t t' : }for all
r e {1,2,...,q-2}. 
d'4r.kd
t t' : 0if and only if l{d : d{ r I kd.}l :0 mod 2, fot
elkd,
d,{r?.kd,
Now as q is even,
allr€{1,...,q-2}.
Finallywe showthat l{d,:d,1r 3kd}l:0mod 2,for allr € {1,... ,q-Z},if.
and only if.d Åkd,for all d e {1,.., ,q-2) as follows. Suppose l{d: d 1r <, kd}l:
0 mod 2, for all r € {1,... ,e - 2}, and suppose there exists a d' with d' < kd,,
d' e {L,...,8-2}. Suppose further lhat dtis minimal with respect to l. Putting
r: d; implies that {d : d 1d' < kd}: {d'}. Now l{d'}l : L # }mod2 which
contradicts our initial assumption. Hence there is no such d' a¡rd d Å kd, for all
de {1,...,e-2}. Conversely, if.dÅkd,f.or allde {t,...,q-2}, then {d:dir I
kd\: Ø which implies l{d: d 1r l kd}l - 0:0 mod 2, for all r € {1, ...,q-Z]l.
Finally, d/kd,foralld e {t, ...,e-2},impliesthat (k,q-1) : (k-L,q-1) :
1, as follows. If (k,q-t): I + 1say, then rn: + satisfies m e {I,...,q-2}
at¡,J.mlc - q- l mod (q- t) Since mkmod (q- t) :20 1-2r +..-+2h-1, we must
have rr¿ 1m,k mod (q - 1) which contradicts our assumption that d / kd, for all
d e {1, ...,e-2}, andso (k,q-1) : 1. Similarly suppose (k-1,q-1) - n 11. Let
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p:+. Thenpsatisfies p(k- 1) :0mod(q-1) whichimplies pk=pmod(q-
1). Hence p = ple mod(q-1) implies p { pkmod(q- 1), p e {1,...,e-2}, a





In this chapter we provide a review of a result from the paper "Permutation proper-
ties of the polynomials ! I r + . ' . + rk ouer a finite field" by Matthews [17], which
shows that D(k+ 1) is a hyperoval in PG(2,q), q even, if and only if L+r*r2*. . .Irk
is a permutation polynomial over GF(q). In other words, the condition that D(k+L)
is a hyperoval in GF(q) is equivalent to lr.¡(ø) being a permutation polynomial over
GF(q). This gives an easy proof that some of the known monomial hyperovals
are indeed hyperovals, namely the regula,r, translation and Segre hyperovals. Un-
fortunately the polynomials corresponding to the Glynn hyperovals are not readily
recognizable as permutation polynomials, so this approach does not work.
2.L fntroduction
If. þ : GF(q) 
- 
GF(q) is an arbitrary function from GF(q) itto GF(q), then there
exists a unique polynomial, g e GF(q)lrl, of degree less than q, representing /, in
the sense that 9(c) - ó(") for all c e GF(q). The polynomial g car- be found by
computing the Lagrange Interpolation polynomial for the given function { according
to the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.1,L (Lagrange Interpolation Formula, [fO]) for n ] 0 an inte-
ger, Ietaot...,a,ben*I distinctelementsof afinitefieldF, andlet bo,,..,bnbe
n I I arbitrary elements of F . Then there edsts enactly one polynom'ial g e Flr) of
degree at most n such that g(a¡) : b¿ for i : 0,. . . )n. This polynomial is giuen by




Alternatively, we can use the following formula (see [16] Equation (7.1) of
Section 7.1) to compute 9(u)
g(n) : t ó(")(t - (r -")o-1)
c€GF(q)
In the case when / is already a polynomial function, say ó : c ---- f(c),
c €. GF(q), with I e GF(q)Ïrl, g ca¡r be obtained from / by reduction modulo
rq - r according to the following result:
Lemma 2.1,2 ([16]) For f ,s e GF(q)[r], wehaue f(c):s(c) for allceGF(ù if
and only ¡l l@) = s(æ) mod (uq - c).
Proof . By the division algorithm we can write /(r) - g(x) - h(r)(rq -r)+r(r)
with lr., r e GF(q)[r] and deg r ( q. Then lk) :9(c) for all c € GF(q) if and only
if r(c) - 0for allc € GF(q) (since if c € GF(q) then cq: c). Thisis true if and
only if r : 0 and hence l@) = g(r) mod (ro - r). I
The following is Hermite's Criterion, which is a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for a polynomial to be a permutation polynomial.
Theorem 2.L.3 (Hermitek Criterion, [16]) Let GF(q) be of characteristic p.
Then f e GF(q)[u] is a perrnutation polynomial of GF(q) if and only if the fol-
lowing two conditions hold:
$) f has etactly one root in GF(q);
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(ti) for each integert withL < t 1q-2 andt t }modp, thereduction of
/(ø)t mod (ro - r) has degree 3 q - 2.
Notation. Welet ä¡(r) denote the polynomial 1*æl12 +...*rk, k ) 1
\Me shall also be using the following lemma.
Lemma 2,L,4 ([17]) Suppose h,¡(r) is a perrnutation polynonr,ial ouer GF(q).
Ø U q is euen then (k *t,q- 1) : I andk+ 1 : 0 modp;
(ii) .ff q is odd then (k -rL,e- 1) : 2 and k + L t0modp
Proof. We note that ft.¡(O) : 1 and as h¡(r) is a permutation polynomial,
Ir,¡,(l) lL. Nowh.¡(t) - k+Lmodp; sok l0modp(otherwise â¡(1) - 1).
If. r 11, then tt¡(u): #i. The solutions of the equation h¡(r): 1 are the
solutions of the equation rk+L - r f.ot r I L. Hence there are (k,q - 1) solutions to
the equation h¡(ø) : 1, as follows.
The solutions of the equation ñ,¡(ø) : l are solutions of the equation rktL: t
lf. r I 1, whilst the solutions of the equation r*r1 = t are 0 and the solutions of
nk --!. Now, the number of solutions of the equation rk :L is (k,g- l) as follows.
As GF(q). is cyclic, let g be aprimitive element, so GF(q)- = {90, g1,...,nø-z}. Let
r: gt" for some t 3 p 1q- 2. Then rk: go ë g+k = g0 ë pk = gmod q-t.







tL = o*"d ?.
Now, the numbet of. p, € {0,1,...,q-2l¡ such that IL = }modf is (k,q-I)
because if we let p,: p'+ then 0 I p'tî l-q- 1<+ 0 1l.r' <d. Hence there are
(k,q - 1) solutions to the equation rk - L.
As ft.¡(ø) is a permutation polynomial, there is only one solution to the equation
h'¡,(r): 1 a¡rd so (k, Ç - 1) : 1.
Next, assume g is odd and consider the solutions to ft.¡(ø) : 0. As h¡(1) :
k + lmod p, if. k + 1 = 0 mod p then /r.¡(1) : 0 and as â¡(r) is a permutation
polynomial, there must be no solution to ze+l : !, r I 1. Thus (k+ t, q- I): 1 as
1 is asolution. But, as q is odd, the conditions (k,q - 1) : 1 and (k + t,e - 1) : 1
are incompatible (if q is odd, then q - 1 is even and one of k, k +1 must be even).
Hence k+Lt 0 modp and /rr(1) 10. Now l is a solution of øÀ+1 : 1 and as h,¡(z)
is a permutation polynomial, there must exist a unique solution ro # I such that
zf+t - 1 and so ft,¡(z¡) :0. Hence rk+L: l must have2 solutions (one being 1)
and so (k + t,a - I) :2.
If q is even, then,t I Omodp implies k + 1 : 0modp, so ft.¡(l) = k +
1 mod p : 0. Hence the equation øÀ+1 : 1 must have 1 as its only solution, and so
(k+t,q-r):1. I
The next theorem gives some examples of permutation polynomials, namely
monomials and linear polynomials.
Theorem 2.L.6 ([16]) (i) Euery linear polynomial l@) : o,r * b where a,b e
GF(q) is a permutation polynornial of GF(q).
(ii) The monomial r" is a perm,utation polynomial of GF(q) if and onty if (r,q -
1) : t'
Proof . (i) Every linear polynomial permutes the elements of. GF(q) as ør*ó :
ay-fbëar:ayër=U.
(ii) z" is a permutation polynomial of. GF(q) if and only if the function ó :
c 
-+ 
cn, c e GF(q), is onto GF(q). Let {c1, c2,...,cs-L} l¡e all the elements of the
2L
multiplicative group GF(q). of nonzero elements of. GF(q). Then { is onto GF(q)
if and only if GF(q). : {ci, cT,. . . ,ci_J which is true if and only if ('o,q - 1) : t
(because the multiplicative group GF(q). is cyclic, that is GF(q). is generated by
cifor some L<i< q-1). I
Finally, we state the theorem
Theorem 2,L.6 ([17]) D(k+L) is ahyperoual of PG(Z,q), q euen, if and, onty if
lt¡,(æ), k> L,'is a permutation polynomial ouer GF(q) (and if and only if h¡,(r +L)
is a permutation polynomial ouer GF(q), q eaen).
Proof. We shall use Theorem 1.2.6 f.or D(k + 7)
We observe that by Lemma 2.L.4, condition (3) implies conditions (1) and (2)











Now lr¡(r+ 1) is a permutation polynomial if and only if ho(r) is a permutation
polynomial. If. h¡(r + 1) is a permutation polynomial then å¡(r) is a permutation
polynomial so by Lemma 2.L4we have (k,q- 1) - l and (k+t,{- 1) :1.
Hence D(k + 1) is a hyperoval if and only if ho(") is a permutation polynomial
over GF(q), q even. I
2.2 Application
'We can apply Theorem 2.L.6 to some of the known cla^sses of monomial hyperovals
as follows.
Firstly, since ll1(æ) : 7]-r is a linea¡ polynomial, it is a permutation polynomial
over GF(q) (Theorem 2.L5); so D(2) is a hyperoval by Theorem 2.L.6.
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Consider translation hyperovals D(2), (r,h) = 1, of PG(2,2ä). Now h"2*_1(rI
r \ - 




(2'-L,2h- 1) : t (Theorem 2.L.5). Nor¡¡let (n,h): d. Then (2 -I,zr-L):1if
and only if ((zd)i -t,(20)n - t) :1. Now 2d -L is acommon divisor ot(Zd)ä - t
and (2d)å -t (b".uuse (2d)'-t: (2d-Ð((zd)"-r+ (za¡,-z+...+1)) so that2d-L
divides ((20)i-I,(zd)o-f) - 1=+ 2d-l - 1€+ d--I. Hence (',-!,Zh-L):1
if and only if d = (n,lr,) : 1.
Segre's ovaID(6), ft, odd, turns out to correspond to Dickson's polynomial but
we must first present some background material on Dickson's polynomial as follows.
Let ¡R be a commutative ring with identity a¡rd let R[rr,r2t...,2,] be the
polynomial ring of n, indeterminates (see [16]).
Definition 2,2,L A polynomial I e R[rt, r2t. .., r",] is called symmetric if
f (r¡r,ïi2,... ,r¡^) = l(rt,rz,. ..,r,-)
for any permutation i1, iz,. . . ,in of the integers t,2,.. . ttl.
Let zbe an indeterminate over .R[r1, r2t. . ., r,] (that is, a symbol not belonging
to r?[ø1, tzt...,r,]) and ler g(z) : (z - rt)(z - rù...(, - r,). Then 9(z) :
zn -o1zn-Llo2z"-2 +...+ (-r)"o,, where






: (rrrrirps +...+ rß,*)t(r2q+...+ rzæn) +...+ rn-Ltn
on : t1T2,..rn
As g remains unaltered under any permutation of the r¿, aLI the ø¡ are
symmetric polynomials belonging to R[*r,rz,...,rnl. The polynomial ø¡ :
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on(nut2¡...,r,.) € Rlrt,r2,...,ø",] is called the leth elementary syrnrnetric poly-
nomial in the indeterminates ø1, t2,. . ., u,, over .R.
Theorem 2,2,1 ('Waringrs formula, [f0] Theorem 1.76) Let oy,...,o, be the
elementarE symmetric polynomials in the inileterminates tL¡t2,.. .,Tn ouer R, and
let
S¡: S¡(ï1r12,
Now, for any positive integer k, the symmetric polynomial s¡(r1, *r): r!+xl
can be expressed in terms of the elementary symmetric polynomials ø1 = 11¡- x:2
and o2 : tLt2 by means of Theorem 2.2.L. This yields
,! + *!: t (-1)" u*# ,+u(", + r2)i'(rp2)i'ü*Ziz:k
where i1 and i2 arc non-negative integers.
Putting h : Ic - 2j and iz : j, we note that the maximum value of. i2 (: ¡¡
occurswhenir:0or 1, that iswhen k-2j:0or 1, that iswhen j:lt) (where
[f.J denotes the greatest integer less than or equal ,o å). Hence
L*l (L

















where the summation is ertended ouer alln tuples (it,. . . ,i^) of non-negatiue integers












(rt + æz)k-2j (rpr)i
Hence for any positive integer k,
æ! + xf: g :- ( r -' I,-,,",)i(*, * r,)k-2i,










gx(r,a): Ð (Qi rx-z¡ (2.2)j:o
If we work over the complex numbers, then these polynomials are closely related
to Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind Tn@) : cos(karccosr). Substituting
tr: eiq and æ2: s-i9 into equation (2.1) we have, by equation(2.2),
2 cos leî : cos le? * i sin k0 + cos k0 - i sin k9












Because of this connection, Dickson polynomials are sometimes called Chebysheu
polynomials.
If we consider a Dickson polynomial gn(u,a) over a field F, then in the field
of rational functions over F in the indeterminate y we have following identity which
is obtained by substituting tL : g and 12 : af y inlo equation (2.2) and using






































In general it is of no interest to consider the case a:0 since g¡(2,0) : rÀ.
Theorem 2.2,2 ([16] Theorem 7.16) The Dickson polynomial g¡(r,a), with a €
GF(q)., is a perrnutation polynomial of GF(q) if and only if (k,q'- 1) = t.
Proof. (e) Suppose p¡(å, a) : gt(c,ø) for some b, c e GF(q). Now we can
find B, 1 e. GF(q2)* such that å : P + øþ-1, c:.y * o^l-t (since there must exist

















and so þ* : ^fo or Pk : #.Now (,k, q2 -I): l implies, by Theorem 2.1.5, that rÈ is
a permutation polynomial of. GF(q2), which implies that B - J at P : i. In either
case, it follows that å : c. Hence gx(r,a) is a permutation polynomial of GF(q).
(+) Suppose (k, q2 - I) - d, ) L If d is even, then q must be odd and
k even. 'We must show that g*(æ,a) is not a permutation polynomial or GFþ).
Equation (2.2) shows that g*(r,a) contains only even powers of z, and so g¡(c,a):
gn(-c,ø) for all c € GF(q).. But there exists c# -c as g is odd, hence g¡(r,a) is
not a permutation polynomial of GF(q).
If d is odd, then there exists an odd prime r dividing d. Then r divides k,
and either q - I or q * 1 is divisible by r, so that we distinguish these two cases
accordingly. In the first case (r divides ,k and q - t), as the equation r, : ! has r
solutions in GF(q) and as r is an odd prime, there exists b e GF(q) ,with b I r ot
ø, such that b' - 1. Then, as r divides k, this implies ö& : 1, and so equation (2.3)
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yields
sr (b + i,") : Ur*#
: Llak
: g¡(l -l a,a)
Since b + i : L * awould imply that ó : 1 or b : e,we have b + i + I I a,hence
g*(æ,a) is not a permutation polynomial of. GF(q).
In the second case (r divides k and q + 1), let 7 € GF(q') be a solution of
re*L : a. Since t' : ! has r solutions ín GF(qz), there exists Þ e Cf çq2), with
P *Lot a1-2 withB':1. Then also¡le+r = l and þk =!. Hence þk:L implies
that 7e + i : @l)o + &, which means that
g*0 + a t-r,a) : sn(þl + a(81)-1, a).
Moreover, ,y+i -"y++:^tl-.yq e GF(q) and, B1 + fr: Þt +t*:t!::
þt+@t)o e GF(q). NowT l-o"'t-r - þ.y+"(þt)-t if andonlyif þ: Lot
þ: þ, a contradiction. Hence 1l at-r * þl +"@l)-'and so yn(r,a) is also not
a permutation polynomial of G.t' (q). f
Now we can apply Theorem 2.2.2 as follows. Consider h5(n I1) which is
expressed as follows,
hs@ + L) : 1+(1 +r) + (L+ù2 +'..+(1 +r)5
: æ5 + 6ra * 15us l2on2 * 15ø * 6
= r5 + 13 * z (due to even characteristic)









By Theorem 2.2.2, gs(r,t) is a permutation polynomial ovet GF(2ä) if and
only if (5,22h - 1) : 1, a,nd this is true if and only if å, is odd, where we can explain
the last step as follows. Now (5, 2'o - t) : 1 if and only if 22h # 1 mod 5 if and only
if (-1)ä I 1 mod 5 if and only if /¿ is odd.
So, by Theorem 2.L6,2(6) is a hyperoval of. PG(2,2h) if. and only if h5(r) is
a permutation polynomial of. GF(2h), which occurs if and only if fr. is odd.
2.3 Surnrnary
Thus, in this chapter we haye shown, following [tZ], that D(k + 1) is a hyperoval if
and only if a certain polynomial lt¡(r) is a permutation polynomial. We then used
some known permutation polynomials to give new proofs that 3 classes of known
monomial hyperovals are hyperovals.
It would be interesting to identify the permutation polynomials corresponding




Towards the classification of
Monomial Hyperovals
In this chapter we present proofs of the results suggested by our computer searches
Throughout the chapter we assume that we are working in the Desarguesian
projective plane PG(2,q) of even order q :2h, â a positive integer.
3.1 Which sets D(k) can be a hyperoval ?
First of all, as a Corollary to Theorems 1.2.4 andL.2.7,D(k) is a hyperoval only if
the following are true,
. (k,q- 1) : (k - L,q- 1) : 1, and
t k,L - k,k-L,L - k-t,(1 - k)-t, k(k - 1)-1 are all even when reduced modulo
q- t to lie in {1, ...,e - 2}.
Thus, for a particula^r plane PG(2,q.); q.:2h, we only need to consider the
even values of k € {1, ...,e- 2} which satisfy (lt,q -1) : (k - L,e- 1) : 1 and
that 1 -k,k-L,L-lr-t,(1- k)-t, k(k- 1)-1 are all even when reduced mod.ulo q-1
(for otherwise, we know that D(k) is not a hyperoval).
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The next result will further reduce the range of values of. kts that we need to
consider.
Resr:It 3.1.1 Let q - 2h, h, a positiue integer. Let S(k) be the set
S(k) : {d:d € {1,. ..,e-2} andd<kd}
Then S(k) - 5(1 -k). As usual, kd is reduced, modulo q-L with the usual conuent,ion.
Proof. If S(k) is empty, then 2(k) is a hyperoval in PG(z,q), which, by
Theorem 1.2.7, implies that 2(1 - k) is also a hyperoval ín PG(Z,q) and hence
5(1 - k) is empty. Conversely, if 5(1 - k) is empty then 5(k) must be empty.
Suppose S(k) is non-empty and let d e S(k) so that d < kd. Let d,: y!:] arZi
be the binomial expansion of d. Now let fl be the subset of {0, . ..,h - 1} such that
d; : L if and only if i e Q. Therefore we have
d:lzi
Since d< kdlhenlcd = Ð¿eo 2i lD¡ez2i, where Iís asubset of {0,...,1r- 1}
such that Q aI : Ø. Note that T can be empty (Lf. d : kd). Now
(L - k)d d-kd (modq-l)
\-cr-LU (Ð
\¿eo











D Zn (mod q - I), where I" : {0,. .
iÇ.r'
,lt,-L)-I
Now since QaT - þ, that is O Ç 2". Thus





Conversely, suppose d, < (t - k)d,. Using the forward part of this proof, d {
(1 - (1 - k))d,: kd,. Hence s(k) - s(l - k). r
Theorem 3.1.1 means that for a particular value of k the collection S(k) of
values of d such that d ¿, kdis exactly the same as the collection S(1 - k) of values
of d such that d < (1- k)d. Hence in our list of the values of ,k ranging from 1 to g- 1,
we have a "symmetry" about the value k : I - zh-L. So when \rye a,re looking for
hyperovals D(k) it is only necessary to inspect either the values k : L to ! or k : I
toq-2. \Mithoutlossof generalitywecanchoosetoinspect k:lto !. Furthermore)
we know that k must be even, D(2) is a hyperoval and D(Z-t| : D(T) is a hyperoval
so it is only necessa,ry to inspect values of k ranging from a b | - 2 which satisfy the
constraints (k,q.- 1) : (k -L,e- 1) : t and k, L-k,k-t,L-k-t,(1-fr)-t, k(k-L) 1
are all even when reduced mod q - 1.
3.2 Sets D(k) where k : 2n for sorne positive in-
teger n
In this section, we consider sets of points of type D(2) in PG(2,e), g :2å, for some
positive integer LSn< h- 1. We shallshow thatD(2) is ahyperoval if andonly
îf. (n,h,) - 1 using a new method.
This next result gives us a complete determination of the sets S(2), where n
is some positive integer. As a corollary, we see which sets D(2') are hyperovals.
Theorem 3,2,L Letq - 2n, h, a positiue integer. For n:1,2,...,.¡r-L, we haue
I S(k) l- 2@'n¡ -2. In particu ar,
s(2,): 
{,.4 
2i : Q€ )ri 
}
where W is the set of all nontriuial unions of sets from
AL _ {0, (rr, h,),2(n,lr),... ,h - (n,h,)}
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A2 {1,(n,h) + I,Z(n,lt)* 1,. . .,h - (n, ft.) + 1}
A6,n) {(n,lt) - t,2(n,h) - L,. . .,h - I)




i€n i€O+n (mod tr.)
<+ O:O+z (modfr.)
Now consider -41 to A6,n¡. Aty two elements of A¿, for any i e {1, ...,(,n,lr,)},
differ by a multiple of (n,lt). Since (n, lt) divides n, addition by n to an element of A¿
taken modulo l¿ will give an element of. A¿ too. This means A¿: A¿ i n (mod fr,).
Hence if.d,:Drrn?o andOistheunionof some of.A1,Az,...,Açn,h),thend €E(Z),
Nowdl0 so A+Ø andd#q- 1so O + {L,...,h- 1} = A1UA2U..'U AØ,n)
Conversely, we have to show that if O is any non-trivial subset of {0, . . . ,lr, - L}
such that O : O * n. (mod h.) then fl must be a non-trivial union of some of
At,Az,.. . ,A6,n).
First, Q: fl+n (mod h.) meansthatif r e O lhenxitn (mod å.) e Ofor
a,rLy ¿ € Z+. Also note that I A¿ l= ffi for atl ;.
Since Q + ø, there exists ø € O. Since Ar,...,Açn,h) partition the index
set {0, ...,h - 1}, then r Ç. A¿ f.ot some unique i € {1,... ,(n,lt)}. Then A¿ :
{æ*nr.(n,h) (mod h): nt € {0,1,...,*-"1 -tll We thus need to show that
Ai C Q. In pa^rticular we show that the set
{r + rn(n,tt) (mod lt) : m€ {0,. , h- 1}}
is the s¿une as the set
{r * (.n (mod tt) : ( € {0, . ,#- 1}}
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Now (2, ft.) divides r¿ and n : åh)@,h). Thus the above sets are equal if and
only if
{h (mod h) : ( e{0,"',#- 1}} : {0,, (h- 1}.
We show this as follows. Let tt : åÐ.First suppose!1{t :uz!' (mod #) *ittt
lt,az € {0,...,# - 1}. This is true if and only if (g,r - yr)l'= 0 (mod #)
And since
(',#):(h,ffi)='
we thus conclude Ut = az (mod ,þ) Thus the elements of the set
{¿¿' (mod ffil: (. e {0, ,h- 1}},
a,re distinct, and lie between 0 and Gh-; hence the set is {0, ...,# - 1}. Thus
A¿ÇQ'
Next, pick any element g € O which is not contained ín A¿. Then y must
belong to A¡ for some unique j € {1, ...,(n,h)}, j + i. By repeating the previous
arguments A¡ Ç f,l too. Repeating this process will exhaust all the elements of O
thus showing that O must be the union of at least one and at most (n,lt) - 1 of
At,Az,...,A6,n) as required (fl cannot be the union of all (",h) of the sets A¿ as
c¿l{1,...,h-1}).
Finally, counting we get





Corollary 3.2.L D(2) is a hyperoual in PG(2,2o) if and only if (n,h") :1
Proof. using Theorem 3.2.r D(2) is a hyperoval in PG(2,2h) în and only if
lS(2") l:0. This holds if and only if 2@'h\ - 2, if and only if (n,h):1. I
Note that our CorolIary 3.2.1 appears as Corollary 3 of Theorem 8.4.2 in
Hirschfeld [13].
'DÙt)
We know that the hyperoval D(2), (n,h): 1, is equivalent under PIL(3,q)
b D(zn-") (bV Theorem L.2.7). More generally, it is also true that the set S(2')
equals the set Spn-", as follows, even when D(2) is not a hyperoval.
Corollary 3.2.2 S(2):E(2h-") for all 7¿€ {0,...,h-1}
Proof .
d e E(2") d<2"d
Dzn: t 2i







d e S(2h-'). I




t le,L-k,k-L,L-le-L,(1 - k)-t, k(k- 1)-1 are all even when reduced modulo
q- 1
. (lc,q- 1) : (k -L,A- 1) : 1;
r k not a power of 2
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3.3 Sets D(k) where k - 2" + 2* for positive inte-
gers n an:.d m
In the last section we considered sets 2(2") in PG(Z,q), q:2ä. Our next step is to
consider sets of points 2(k) with ,k having 2 terms in its binomial expansion, that is
le : 2n * 2^ f.ot some integers z and n¿. W'ithout loss of generality we can assume
nù > n. We use the following cases :
A. The order of the plane is 2ä a¡rd å is even,
(41) r¿ even, z¿ odd
(A'2) 7¿ even, 7T¿ even
(A'3) n odd, rr¿ odd
(A'4) n odd,7n even
B. The order of the plane is 2å and ft. is odd,
(Bf ) rz even, m odd
(BZ) n even, ?r¿ even
(BA) n odd, rn odd
(Ba) n odd, rn even
The next result shows that for k in cases (41), (43) and (44), D(k) ís never
a hyperoval.
Theorem 3.3.1 In PG(2,2h), h ) 4 euen, the set of points D(z +2^) where either
(i) n is odd and h - L )_ nt. ) n) I, or
(ii) n is euen and n¿ is odd and lt.- 1 > m ) n) 0
is neaer a hyperoual
óÕ
Proof. (i) Suppose that n is odd. We consider first the case when rn is odd.
Consider
d, : 20 + 22 + 24 + ... + 2h-2 -







(mod 2' - I) 
bin'reP'
(mod 2o - l) 
bin'reP'
(mod 2n - 1) 
bin'rePn
010101 . . .0101
010101 . . .0101
101010. . .1010
A carry of.2h occurs in the above addition resulting in a 1 in the 0rä binary position
in the binary representation of (Z + 2*)d when taken modulo 2h - L. The addition
thus shows that d, < (2^ + 2^)d (mod 2o - L) (in fact d : (2 + 2,")d) whenever
n and nL are both odd. If written ¿ìs sums of powers o1 2, it is also evident that
d, < (2 +2'")d (mod q- 1) as follows. As n and nt ate both odd, Z.d mod (Zh -t¡ :
2^d, mod (2o - 1) : 2r + 23 + 25 + '.' + zh-L and so
(2" + z^)d : 2"d + 2^d
= z(zL + 2s + ... + zh-L)












(mod 2n - L) 
bin'rePo
(mod 2o - L) 
bin'rePo
(mod 2o - L) 
bin'reP"
010101 . . .0101
101010. . .1010
111111...1111
Thus from the binary representation of (2^ +2'")d we have d < (Z +2,.)d (mod 2h -
1) whenever n is odd and rn is even. When written as sums of powers of 2, we have
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the following. As n is odd and r¡¿ is even, 2"d mod (2o -t) :21123 +.'. * 2ä-1 and
2^d mod (2o - 1) = 20 + 22 + . .' + 2h-2;hence (2' + 2^)d mod (2o - l) : 2nd, + 2"d
(mod 2h -L) = 20 i2L +2s +.'. + 2h-2 + 2â-1, showing that d.< (2 +2'')d
(mod 2o - L).
h-2
Hence, D,:u 2" € E(2 I2^), f.or m > n 21, zr. odd. So D(2 12^), n odd,
is never a hyperoval.











(mod q - 1)
(mod q - 1)




which, when expressed as sums of powers of 2, becomes as follows. As r¿ even and n¿
odd,2d mod (2ä-1) : 20+22+...+2h-2 and7^d mod (2ä- I) :2r+23+... +2h-r;
hence (Z +2^)dmod(2n -L):20 +21 +22 +...+2h-2 +2h-r. This shows that
D(2 + 2^), n eveÍL nL odd, is never a hyperoval. I
The followiag result shows that for k belonging to case (B1), D(k) is never a
hyperoval.
Theorem 3.3,2 In PG(2,2h) the set of points D(2 + 2^), n euen, Tn odd and




Let d: D;:o 2 22L. So d has binary representation
h-nln-L rn-nJ_L
, bin.rep'a: 10101010. . . 1010101 000 . . .000
Consider the binary representations of 2d and 2*d4 rccaIling that multiplying
by 2 shifts the digits in the binary representation by r positions to the right (and
wrapping).
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2^d (mod q - 1) 
bin'rep'














where (for the binary representation of 2d) we ¿Nsume that rn -2n-l1> 0.
When written in terms of sums of powers of 2, we have the following (where
the exponents are read modulo h,);
2^d mod (2o - r) (zo +22 +24 +...+2"-2)
+ (2* +2 +2 ¡ 2rn+a + ... + 2h-2)
2n ¡2n+2 ¡ 2n+4 + ..,+ 2h-rnt2n-22*d mod (2o - L)
'We must consider all the possible binary representations ot (2 + 2*)d
(mod q - 1), which takes several different forms according to the following ca,ses:
(i) zr <h-ml2n-2<h-L
(ii) rz 1 h, - m iZn - 2 < nt - L
(iii) 0 t h, - n¿ I 2n - 2 < n - 3
We shall show that in each of the three cases rve have d < (Z' + 2^)d (i.e. the
binary representation of (2 + 2-)d must have 1's occurring at the even numbered
binary positions starting from the 0tä binary position up to and including binary
position number h, - m + n - 2).
Firstly in case (i), where m < lt -ml2n-z < h-L, we consider the following
addition of the binary representations of 2d and 2^d (the addition is being presented
over two lines):
.* l-e
2^d, mod (q - t)
2'd mod (q - t)

























I 0 1 ... 0
-îì +^r-1
I 0 1 0 1 ... 1
0 0 0 0 0 ... 0





















As evident, there are 1's occurring at the even numbered binary positions of




< (2" + 2^) Ð zzi (mod q - 1)
i:0
Expressing the above binary addition as sums of powers of 2, we have
(2" + 2^)d mod (2o - L) (ro * 22 + 24+ ... + 2"-2 + 2" + ... + z*-3 + z'"-')
Z^ + Z^tL ¡ 2m+2+ ... + 2.h-n+2n 2\r r' )
qh-ml2n-l t ¡h-ml2n|L t ¡h-ml2n]-S " ¡h-2. -1. -Tz -r.-.t¿
For case (ii), where n 3 h, - m I 2n - 2 1 nt, - 1, the addition we should






2^d, mod.(c - r) 
bin'reP' 1 o 1
2"d. mod.(q - r) 
bin'reP' o o o
(2" + 2^)dmod (q - 1) 








































































Again, in this case til'e have 1's occurring at the even numbered binary positions
of.(2+2'")d (modq- 1) from 0 up to h-m-f2n-2. Expressingin terms of
sums of powers of 2, we have
(ro * 22 + 24+ "' + 2"-2 +2" + "' * 2n-''+2"-z)
+ (2^ ¡ 2rn+2 + 2^+4+'.. + 2o-') .
(2" + 2^)d mod (2o - t)
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Lastly, case (iii), where 0 < l¿ -m*2n-21n- 3, we consider the following
addition (the addition is being presented over two lines): *,¡,-nt+za\ -2
2*d,,".od.(q-r) binæp' 1 0 1 0 10 o r,å r 0 ...
2nd,mod,(q-r) bin'repn 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 ...











1 0 1 1:1 1 1
0101
1111
If -A- 2 lFm
Now l¿ - m i n - 2 ) 0 and since all of the even numbered bina¡y positions of
(2 +2^)d, contatn l's (from 0 up to l¿-n¿-l2n- 2), we end up with d < (Z +2,")d
(mod q - l). If expressed as sums of powers of 2, we have
(2" +2^)d,mod,(z'- t) : (20 +2t +22 +... *2n-^+2"-z)
* (rn-nt2n-L ¡ 2h-rn+2n+L ¡ 2tt'-mr2n+3 * ... + 2"-2 + Z- + . . . + Z
+ (2^ ¡ 2rn+L + 2^+2 + ... + 2h-2 + 2o-') .
Hence in all of the three cases above we have shown that for rL even, zl odd,
rn > n > 0, D(2 + 2'") is never a hyperoval, of. pG(2,2h), hodd (ft. ) n¿ I 2). a
In fact, Theorem 3.3.1(ii) can be generalized further into this next result for
sets 2(k) where k has more than two binary digits.
Theorem 3.3.3 Let PG(2,2h) be the Desarguesian projectiue plane of euen ord.er
2h for sorne positiue integer h > 2. Let s ) 2 be a positiue integer such that h : 0
(mod s). Then the set of points D(2', + 2'2 +... + 2,i), with ri : 0 (mod s) for
someuniquei€. {1,...,j} and {"r.,...,ri} asubsetof thecompletesetof resid,ues
modulo s, is neuer a hyperoual of PG(2,2h).








of s digits 100. . .0 repeated f times.
Nowwe consider,td (mod q-1), where k,=2', +2'z +...+2i. Asthere is
exactly one i € {1, ..., j} such that r¿: 0 (mod s), the binary representation of
kd (mod q-1) must have l's occurring inits 0,h,tth,2sth,4sth,...,(lr-r)tä binary
positions. In other words, the binomial expansion of. kd (mod q - 1) must contain





We can apply Theorem 3.3.3 to a set of points D(2'" + Z) of. PG(2,2n) *
follows:
(i) Suppose that n divides nt,. To apply Theorem 3.3.3 we must assume that l¿:0
(mod m). Thus D(2 + 2^) is not a hyperoval ín PG(2,2h).
(ii) If n does not divide rn, then we could use Theorem 3.3.3 in three possible ways;
(a) If h:0 (modn) and lt, l0 (modm), thenwe canuse s: n and.
D(2'" + 2) is not a hyperoval in PG(2,2h).
(b) If h:0 (modzr) and h*0 (*od.n), thenwecanuse s:,n¿and
D(2'" + 2) is not a hyperoval h PG(2,2h).
(c) If h=0 (modn.) and l¿:0 (modrn), theneither s:n.t. or s:.r¿
shows that D(2 + 2'") is not a hyperoval in PG(2,2h).
(iii) As another example, in the case when n does not divide rn and nl is even,
ffi ) tu, a set of points D(2^ + 2) is not a hyperoval in PG(2,2ä) where l¿ : 0
(mod f ). The reason is that rr, does not divide m implies that n does not divide
T,.o íf.h = 0 (mod !) then D(2'" *2') is not ahyperoval by Theorem 3.3.3.
The next result shows that a set of points D(2'" + 2') is not a hyperoval of
PG(2,2ä) whenever the index h car be expressed as a linear combination of n¿ and
z as follows.
4I
Theorem 3.3.4 Let PG(2,2h) be the Desarguesian projectiae plane of ord,er2h, and,
let m,,n be positiue integers with nL > n. If the inder h can be expressed as:
h: an¿ * bn
where a and b are non-negatiue integers and o, is as large as possible (i.e. bn 1 m-L ),
then the set of pointsD(2'" +2) is not a hyperoual of PG(2,2h).
Proof. We use
, binærn 1ooo.. 00. ..0 11000 .. .0)"-1.S-_/,
as suggested by Cherowitzo [4].
We show that this d e S(2^ + 2") by illustrating the following binary addition





0 0 0 -.. 0
I 0 0 -.. 0

























































J\tf 4t; "{ (q-.) +ì-t: -+
Expressing the above addition as sums of powers of two, we have the following;
d : 20 + (2^ + 2^+" ¡ 2rn+2n + . . . + 2rn+(b-L)n1
I (2^+n ¡ 22rn+bn ¡ 23m+bn + . . . + ry )
=!(a - 1)m* ön
2^dmod(2o - t) : 20 +2^ + (2'^ ¡22rn+n ¡22rn-t2n + ".+ 22n+(b-L)n¡
I (22^+n + 2sn+bn + .. . + 2h-*)
2"d mod (2o - L) = 2" I (2^+" ¡ 2rn+2n + ... + 2m+(b-r)n¡ ¡ 2m+bn
l(Z^+{a+t)n ¡ 22n+(b+1)n * 2sm+(b+t)n + . . . + 2h-2rn+n ¡ 2n-n+n¡
(2^ + 2")d, mod Qh - L) 20 + (2^ + 2^+" ¡ 2rn+2n + "' + 2rn+(b-t)n1
I (2^+4" * 22rn+bn ¡ 2srn+bn + . . . + Zh-*)
+ (22'" ¡ 22rn-tn + . . . + rz,n+(b-L)n¡ ¡ 2n
+ (Z*+(b+r)n ¡ 22rn+(b+1)n * .. . + Zh-^+").
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Which clearly shows that d < 2*d + 2d as all the terms in the binomial
expansion of d occur in the binomial expansion of.2^d + 2d. a
Fiaally, the next result deals with sets of points D(2 +2^),nt. and n distinct
positive integers, of. PG(2,2å) whenever l¿ : am t bn -l1 (for some non-negative
integers ø and ó) and h, ) 2m, * n * 1. Note that a special case of this next result
which concerns sets of points D(22 +2^),* ) 4 even positive integer, of the plane
PG(2,2h), lt odd and lt,2 2m. f 3, appears in Theorem 3.4.2.
Theorem 3.3.5 A set of pointsD(2 +2'") is not a hyperouat of pG(2,2h) wheneuer
h : an¿ lbn * 1, â ) 2m,I n * 1,
where a is as large as possible and 0 1bn 1 m, - L











d : 20 +2n +2^ +2rn-tn]-L
I (22m+"+L ¡ 22n+2n*1 + . . . ¡ 22m+(b-1)"l+t¡
+(Z2n+bn+L¡2sn+bn+l +...+ Zy ),
:2(4-3)D+ö4+1
to show that D(2^ + 2) is not a hyperovar of. PG(2,2ä) whenever ft. : q,rrù i bn -l L
and l¿ )- 2rn * n i 1 as follows. (This value of d was suggested by Cherowitzo lal.
Z.d : 2" + 22n + 2^+n ¡ 2m't2n+L I (22*+zn+L ¡ 22m+sn*t + . .. * 22m+(b-r)n+r;
¡22m+bn+L + (22n+(b+r)n+r _¡ 23mr(b+L)n+1 + . . . + Zh-rn+n)
0
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2^d Zo +2* +2tn+n +22r" +z2rn+n+L
l(23^+"+t ¡ 23rn+2n*1 + . . . 1 23rn+(b-r)a+l
l(23^+u"+L ¡ 24rn+bn*1 + . . . + 2h-*)
(2" + 2*)d Zo +2" +2^ +2rn-tn-tL
* (22,n+n+t ¡ 22rn+2n+1 + . . . ¡ 22n+(b-t)ll+t¡
+ (z2n+an+L ¡ 2sm+bn+L ¡ 24rn+bn*1 + . .. + Zh-^)
¡ 2rn+2n+L I (22^+la+1)z+1 1 Zsn+(b+L)n+t + . . . * 2h-rn+n¡
+ 22," I (23^+n+L ¡ 23rn+2n+r + . . . + Z3n+(b-t)tr+1).
and it is easy to see that d < (2 + 2*)d.
Case 2. For m, -2n, we use
20 +2" ¡2rn+L ¡2rn+nlI
I (22^+"+L ¡ 22rn+2n*1 + . .. ¡ 22n+(b-1)n+1)
* (221n+bn+L ¡ 23rn+bn*1 + . .. + 2h-^)
to show that D(22' *2') is not a hyperoval of PG(2,2ä) whenevet l¿ : a(zn)rbn*r
as follows,
Z" +22" ¡2rn+n+L ¡2m+2n+L
+ (22n+2n+L ¡ 22m+3n*1 + . . . + 22n+(b-1)ll+1)
*22rn+En+L * ç22rn+(b+1)n+1 +2sn+(b+L)n+l 1 ... *2h-m+n7
d
2"d
2^d 20 + 2^ + Z^+n ¡ 22rn+L ¡ 22rn+n+r
I (23^+"+t ¡ 23rn+2n*1 + . .. * 23rn+(b-1)n+t¡
* (z3',n+n+r ¡ 24m+bn+1 + . . . + 2h-^)
-tm+ I
20 +2" +(2'^ +2 )¡2n+n+L
* (22^+"+L ¡ 22tn+2n*t + . .. ¡ 22rn+(b-1)n.+t¡
(2" + 2^)d
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* (22,"+n+L ¡ 23rn+bn*1 + . .. + 2h-^)
+ Z^+" ¡ 22rn+L + (2ïrn+n+I ¡ 23n+2n*1 + . . . ¡ 23m+(b-1)n+1¡
¡ 2rn+2n+L I (2zn+Q+r)n+l 1 23m+(b+L)n+t +, . . + zh-n+n)
and we see that d,< (2 + 22")d.
Case 3. When nt, : n* 1, notice that Zrn : 2n *2 : (* + n) + 1 implies
(2^*' + 2^+*) + 22^ - fm*n*2. Thus we must use the following d,
d : 20 +2^ +2* +2m*n*2
+ (Z2m+n+t ¡ 22n+2n+1 + . .. ¡ 22rn+(b 1)n+1)
* (22^+u"+L + Z3n+bn*l + . .. + Zh-*)
to show the required result as follows,
2"d : 20 + 22n + 2^+n ¡ 2rn+2n+2
I (22r"+2"+L ¡ 22m+3n+r + . . . + 22n+(b-1)ll+1)
¡ 2rn+bn+L * (2zm+Q+1)n+1 1 23rn+(b+t)n+1 + .. . + Zh-m+n)
2^d = 20 +2^ +22^ +2^+" ¡22m+n+2
I (23^+"+L ¡ 23rnt2n+1 + . . . * 23rn+(b-1)n+t¡
I (23n+n+L ¡ 2an+bn*l + . .. + Zh-^)
-om+¡+2
2"d + 2^d 20 + 2" + 2^ + (2'"+n ¡ 2rn*n + 22^)
_l (¿.+2"+2-¡22,"+2"¡L ¡ 22rn-t3n+1 + . . . 22m+(b-L)n+L¡
22ñ+n+7
+ (z2n+bn+r ¡ 2srn+bn+t ¡ 24rn+bn+1 + . .. + Zh-^)
+ 22" I (22^+(a+r)n+1 a 23m+(b+L)n+t + . . . + Zh-n+n)
¡ 22n+n*2 + (Zïn+n+r ¡ 23rn+2n+r + . . . ¡ 23n+(b-1)n+1)
Finally, the condition that the index of the plane l¿ must be at least 2n¿ I n I L
is due to the fact that the term 2ä-- must occur in the binomial expansion of ¿l as
when we multiply d by 2- (taken modulo 2o - L).the term 20 has to be produced in
the binomial expansion of 2'"d. a
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3.4 Sets D(2+2"') and D(2'+2*) for positive inte-
gers rn
We now give a complete determination of which sets of which sets of points of
PG(2,2h) of. the form D(2+ 2-), with m, ) 2, are hyperovals. Some of the proof was
suggested by Cherowítzo l4l. Acknowledgment is given at the appropriate places in
the proof.
Theorem 3,4,L Let PG(2,2h) be the Desarguesian projectiue plane of order 2h.
Then a set of points D(2 + 2^), 2 1 n¿ t h - L, is not a hEperoual of PG(2,2h)
unless e'ither:
(r) ^ : 2 and, lt is odd, in which case D(6) is a Segre hyperoual, or
(ii) l¿ :2m - t, in which case D(2 + 2^) is a translation hyperoual.
Proof. Write lt,ash,:en¿*bwhere 0<b 1m- 1. Since lr.)v¿*l wehave
a ) L. We split into four c¿rses) as follows:
(1) " 
) 1 and 0 < ð 1 m,-1 (if ø : 1 then ó > 1). Otherwise, we have ø ) 1 and
b:n¿-t.
(2) 
" - l and b=m - 1. In this case h:2m,- 1. Otherwise, we have a)2 and
b:m-L.
(3) ")2,b-nt,- land m23.
(a) "> 2, b = rn -1 and nL 
: Z,so rr¿ : 2 and l¿ is odd.
Case (r). We can use, bin'rern 1a(1g(--r)¡" (where 1ö means write ó 1rs and
likewise (10(--t)¡" means write 1 followed by nt. - 1 0's and repeat this block of n¿
symbols a times) as suggested by Cherowitzo [4]:
d : (ro *21 +22 +...+2ô-t)
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We shall show that this type of d belongs to the set 5(k) for k : 2 + Z^.
Consider the binary addition 2d + 2^d (mod q - 1) as follows (the addition is
presented over two lines):
2^d mod. (q - t)














































































Expressing this binary addition as sums of powers of 2, we get:
Y¡î-2m-
2*d,mod(2'- 1) :20 +(2^ ¡2m+L ¡2rn+2 +..'+ 2tn+b-L¡
*(2u+'" ¡22rn+b ¡23rn+b +." + 2h-'')
2dmod(zo - 1) : (2r +22 +23 +...+2,)
*(24+t ¡ 2tn+b+L ¡ 22rn+b+L + .. . + 2n-n+L)
(2^ + 2)d mod (2o - L) (2o +21 +22 +..'+2ó-1)
+ (2b + 2b+rn ¡ 2b+2n + ... + Zh-^)
-l (2t+t ¡ 2b+rn+L I Zb+2""+t + . . . + Zh-m+L)
+ (2^ ¡ 2rn+r ¡ 2rn+2 + ... + 2rn+b-t¡
and it is easy to check that d < (2 + 2'")d
, bin.rer' 1--10( 10--2) (t g--r¡"-r
Case (3), we use:
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as suggested by Cherowitzo [a]. When expressed as a sum of powers of 2, this is
d (zo+21 +22+'..+z'"-2)
+ Z^ + (22,.-t ¡ 23m-L ¡ 2an-L + ... + Zh-r" )
-Ð2m-1*lo-2lm
Consider the following binary addition (presented over two lines)
2 dmod(c-t)
2d r,od (q - t)





















































Expressing this binary addition as sums of powers of 2, we have the following
2*dmod (2' - l) : 20 + (2^ + z'n+L + "' + 2zm-27 +22'n
* (2t'"-t ¡ 2am-L * 25rn-L + . .. + 2h-2rn + Zh-^)
2d, mod (2o - I) = (2t + 22 + ... + z'""-\ ¡ 2rn+L
+ (2"^ + 23'n + 24^ +''. + 2h-2m+r + zh-n+r)
Q +z^¡amod (2ä - 1) : (2o +zL +... t2^-2) +z,
I (2^+t I (2^+t *2rn+2 +'.'+ 22rn-2 ))
:22ñ-7
* (zs*-t ¡ 2arn-t + ... + Zh-^)
+ (2'^ + 22'") +(24'' + z5'" +' " + zh-n+L)
--
-tzm+l
a¡rd it is easy to check Ihat d < (2 + 2^)d
Case (+). We have D(2 + 2'") - D(2 + 2') : D(6) ín PG(2,2ä) where /r, is
odd. Now 2(6) is always a hyperoval when /r, is odd, see Segre [31] or Section 2.2.




We show that (1 - 2rn-t)-t (mod 2o - L) :2 * 2^ as follows
(L-2',"-t¡.Q+2^) 2^ +2_22m-t _2rn
2 _ 22m-L ¡22rn-L _ 1 (mod Z2n-L _ L)
1 (mod 2zm-r - 1¡
This shows that D(2+2^) = D(z'"-t¡ ín PG(2,2zrn-t'). It remains to show that
D(Z'"-t1is a translation oval of PG(2,2%'-L) by showing that (nr, - L,2m - 1) : t
for any integer nt, 2 2. Let (nt. - L,Znt, - 1) : d and Ief (2(m - L),2nt - 1) :
(2m,-2,2nt - 1) = d6. Now any divisor of. m,- 1 and 2m,- 1 must divide d6. However,
notice that d6 = 1 as any two consecutive positive integers must be relatively prime
(suppose p is a prime number dividing ¿ a¡rd a * L, o € N, then ø : 0 (mod p).
Thus ø*1:1 (modp) + pdoesnotdivide a*L. Thefact that anyinteger
can be expressed as a product of primes completes the argument). Thus d divides
d¡ implies that d : 1 and so D(Z^-L) is a translation oval of PG(2,22'-L).
Alternatively, it is also true fhat D(2 + 2'") = D(2*) since
2*(2^ - 1)-t (mod 22m-L - 1) = z+z^
Then D(2') is a translation oval of PG(2,22n-t) æ (m,2m - 1) : 1, which can be
proved using a similar method as above. I
Example 3.4.1 As anillustrationto case (1) in Theorem 3./r.1, we considerle -6.
When h is euen (h > 4), D(6) is not a h,yperoual and, we can ur" dbi"Ë-o' 1ò(1g(--r)¡"
frorn case (1) to show thatD(6) is neaer a hyperoual for h euen. For instance when


























The next result concerns sets of points of the f.orm D(22 I 2*), and is a special
case of Theorems 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.
Theorem 3,4,2 A set of points D(22 +2*), where nt. ) 4 is euen, is not a hyperoaal
of PG(2,2o), h >
Proof . Theorem 3.3.4 implies that a set of points D(2," -l 22) with m, ) 4 even
is not a hyperova| of. PG(Z,2å) when the index l¿ is even. This is simply because any
even integer h ) m,l2 can be expressed in the form l¿ : o,nù I2b fot some integers
o and áwhere ¿ is as large as possible (which means 2b1m-2 as zl is even).
When l¿ ) 2m * 3 is odd, we express the index l¿ of the pla^ne in the form
lt, : an¿+2b+ 1, where ø and ó are non-negative iategers and o is as large as possible
and 0 <2b<m-L. We can divide into the two cases nt:4 and n¿ ) 6 even and
using Theorem 3.3.5 the result follows. I
3,5 Surnrnary
In this chapter we have first of all identified that there is a symmetry S(k) : S(q-k),
/c e {1,...,e-2]¡. In other words, when classifying hyperovals D(k) we only need
toconsidervaluesof kbelongingtoeithertheset {1,2,...,T} or{å,...,e-2}. We







. lc,L - k,k-L,L - k-1, (1 - k)-L,k(k - 1)-t are all even when reduced
q-L;
. (lr,q-L):(k-L,e- 1) :t
Theorem 3.2,1 is a complete determination of the sets S(2) for each positive
integer z with L 1 n t h, - 1. This led to an alternative proof of the known result
that D(2) is a hyperoval of. PG(Z,q), q even, if and only if (n,h) : 1.
Our next objective, in section 3.3, was to consider sets of points of type D(2 +
2^) for some positive integer n and zl (without loss of generality we assume nr, ) n).
We divided into the foilowing cases:
A. The order of the plane is 2ä a¡rd â is even,
(41) rz even, rr¿ odd
(,A'2) Í¿ even, n¿ even
(43) n odd, rn odd
(44) n odd, ?r¿ even
B. The order of the plane is 2ä a¡rd h. is odd,
(81) rz even, m odd
(82) n even, rr¿ even
(BB) n odd, rzr odd
(B+) n odd, rn even
We summarize the results on our attempt to classify hyperovals of type D(2 +
2^) in section 3.3 as follows.
We first showed that for ,k belonging to cases (41), (AB), (A ) and (Bl),




A consequence of Theorem 3.3.3 is that a set of points D(2'" +2), with rn ) n,
can be shown to be not a hyperoval of PG(2,2à) according to the following cases;
(i) When z divides rn, then D(2'" + 2) is not a hyperoval of, PG(2,2ä) whenever
lt,:0modm;
(ii) When ¿ does not divide m, then D(2* + 2) is not a hyperoval of. PG(2,2h) if
the following cases hold:
(") h: 0 mod n. (but h * 0 mod rn);
(b) å.:0modzr. (but h+}modn);
(.) l, : 0 mod n¿ attd h = 0 mod n.);
(d) l, = 0 mod Ç.
Furthermore, a set of points D(2' +2), ffi ) tu, is not a hyperoval whenever
the index h car be expressed as l¿ : ann* ón, where o and ó are non-negative integers
a¡rd ¿ is as large as possible (i.e. 0 1bn 1rn - I).
It was also showed that D(2 +2^) is not a hyperoval of. PG(2,2å) whenever
lt, : an¿ * bn * 1 and l¿ ) 2n¿ I n 11 (where ¿ is as la,rge as possible and 0 1 bn 1
nù - t).
Two special cases dealing with sets of points of. PG(2,2h) of. the form;
l. D(2 + 2^),2 I n¿ I lt - L;
2. D(22 *2^),m) 4 even;
are provided in section 3.4, which is summarized as follows.
First is a full classifi.cation of sets of points of the form D(2 + 2'"), for 2 1 m, I
h - L, in the sense that a set of points D(2 + 2*) is not a hyperoval of. PG(2,2h)
unless either:
(í) nt.:2, h odd, in which case 2(6) is a Segre hyperoval, or
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(ii) l¿ : 2m - 1, in which case D(2 + 2'") is a translation hyperoval.
Finally it was showed that a set of points D(22 + 2-), where .nr, 2 4 is even, is
not a hyperoval of. PG(2,2å) whenever the index of the plalre l¿ ) 2n¿+ 3 is odd and
also whenever the index of the pla^ne l¿ ) m f 2 is even.
In conclusion, in order to fully classify hyperovals of type 2(k) where the integer
k has two terms in its binomial expansion, we still need to investigate the remaining
cases in (42), (82), (83) and (84)
In particular, we must note that the following hyperovals of. PG(2,2ä) occur in
cases (82), (Bs) and (Ba):
1. In (82), there exist hyperovals of type D(o + 7), whenevet l¿:7 mod 8 with
o :2T a¡rd 7 - 2T;
2. in (83), there exist hyperovals of type D(o + 7) whenevet h: l mod 8 with
o:2 .rl
3. in (Ba), there exist the following two types of hyperovals:
t D(o * 7), with o :2*,, where:
(i) if h:3modSthen l:2Y;
(ii) if h = lmod. 8 then 7 : zvP;
. D(zh-r + 2h-2), which is a translation hyperoval equivalent to D(2) ard
DQn-z¡.
It ca¡ also be observed that there are no known hyperovals of type D(k) of. PG(2,2h)
for integer k belonging to case (A'2).
Also, since it has been shown that a set of points D(22 + 2^) fot some eyen
integer m) 4 is not ahyperovaLof. PG(2,2à) whenever the index h. is even and that
a set of points D(k) wifh k belonging to cases (Af ) and (81) are non-hyperovals,
what remains to be done in order to complete the classification of sets of points of






case \¡¡hen the index of the plane l¿ is odd and m + I < h 1 2m * t. Note that
this belongs to case (82) and that Glynn's hyperovalsD(o *7) occur in the planes
PG(2,2ä) whenever the index I¿:7 modS a¡rd ø :2*, -y : ZT (tor example,
D(22 + 24) is a hyperoval of. PG(2,27)).
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Chapter 4
Rrrther results on classification of
Monomial Hyperovals
In the last chapter, we have been considering the values of fr e {1,...,q - 2} and
showing that certain sets D(k) in PG(2,2h) are not hyperovals by producing a value
of. d e {1,...,q - 2} such that d < led,then using Theorem 1.2.8. In this chapter
we shall take a different approach by considering an integer d e {1, ...,Ç. - 2} and
investigating which type(s) of k are "ruled out" by this type of d. In other words,
given d, which k satisfy d < kd so that D(k) is not a hyperoval. Thus, for a given
type of d, we try to determine the possible binary representations of k such that
d e s(k).
4.L Which D(k) does a particular value of d rule
orrt?
First we note that if. d e S(,k) then so is every element of the orbit (in GF(q)-) of d
under Aut(GF(q).).
Theorem 4,L.L Let PG(2,2h) be the Desarguesian projectiue plane of euen ord,er
e = 2h and let,b e {1, ...,e-2}. Then d € s(k) if and only if d e s(k), for all
b5
a e Aut(GF(20)).
Proof. Now Azú(GF(zh)) is the automorphism group of the freId, GF(2n), ,o
that
Aut(GF(2n)) : {2^ : n€ {0,...,1, - 1}}
see Hirschfeld [13]. First, we let
d:Ð2ó and tcd=Ð2i f.or subsets O and T of. {0,...,h-L]}
i€Q ieî
Then










2"d € 5(k). I
An orbit of a particular value of. d e S(k) is the set
{2o 
d,zL d, z2d, 23 d, . . ., 2o-, d},
(where, as usual, all multiplications are taken modulo 2o - L) and Theorem 4.1.1
shows that a non-empty set 5(k) is a union of the orbits of some d e S(k) under the
action of the automorphisnr group Aut(GF(zn)). So for a particular value of k, we
only need to find one representative from each orbit of d e S(k).
Back to our objective, we first of all consider d with only one term in its
binomial expansion, that is d being a power of 2. An orbit of d of this type is a set
congruent to {20,2',22,...,2o-'} and by Theorem 4.1.1 we need consid.er only one
5t)
representative from the orbit of d of type 2 and without loss of generality, we let
d, : L be the representative
Let lc € {1, ...,e - 2} and let k6k1 ...lrn¡ be the bina^ry representation of ,k
Now
1 € s(/ú)
shows that d of type 2' always belongs to S(k) with k odd, and consequently D(k)
with k odd is never a hyperoval (note that this result is known; it follows from
Theorem I.2.4).
The next step is to consider d with two terms in its binomial expansion, that
is d is of the fotm2^ i2", for 0 ( nt.,n1h,-L. An orbit of,dof. this type is a set
{2^ +2n,z'n+r l2+1,...,20 12,...,zh-L(z^ +z) } which is congruent to {1 *
2,2 +2ni1,.. .,20-t ¡2n+n-r\. Thus, without loss of generality, by Theorem 4.1.1,
we can Iet d, : L + 2 for some positive integer n be the representative of d having










;, if l¿ is even, and
+, ir /¿ is odd
(4.1)
(4.2)
(for if L+2* € S(k) then 2ä-'(L+2) (mod 2n -I):1t zh-n e S(k) also).
If. k : Dl*t k¡2¿ and (L + z.)k: Dlit c¿2i, whete c¿,k¿ € {0,1} then, by
Definition I.L.2, lrolet...kn: and c6c1 ...ch-L are the binary representations of k
and (1 +2")k respectively.
For a given integer n which satisfies either condition (a.1) or (4.2) accordingly,
it is possible to determine all the possible binary representations of ,t e {1, ...,q'-z¡
such that L + 2 € 5(k). We shall illustrate the method involved by the use of an
example below.
ÐI
We also ¿ìssume that k satisfies the following properties :
(i)4<k<2-2
(ii) k, 1- k,k-t,L - k-t,(1 - k)-t, k(k - 1)-1 are all even when read mod(q - L)
(iii) (fr, q - L): (k - L,e- 1) : t
(iv) k is not a power of 2
Example 4.L,1 Let PG(2,2ä) be the Desarguesian projective plane with the index
of theplane l¿> 6. Weconsiderthe casewhend-SB,thatis n=5. Nowft < !
implies that k¿-r : 0 whilst k being even implies that ko : 0.
We are considering (1 + 25)k and the addition between k and 25k (ín terms of




Suppose (t + Z5) € S(k) so that co : cs: 1. We can separate this problem into
two different cases, the first is when a carry of 2h occurs in the addition process and
the second is when there is no carry of 2à produced. A carry of 2ä when taken modulo
q - t results in a I beiag added to the 0tä binary position. No carry results from
addition in the 0tä binary position. Also, further restrictions on h may follow from
the calculations. That is, we assume å large enough to accommodate all the binary
positions shown. For smaller values of ft., the algorithm is easier, see Example 4.L.2.
If there is a camy of 2h produced in the above addition then l¿ ) 7; this is
lrecause if. h :6 then
, bin.repnk :' 0 h lez lcs ka 0
25k bin'reP' h k2 ks lea o o
and the carry of 2ä does not occur as k5 - fro = 0. Furthermore,





















Note that if a carry of 2ä occurs then co = 1 gives ,t¿-5 - 0
Note that in order for a carry of.2h to occur, we need a at some position
in the above addition to produce the carry, and all subsequent positions (up to the
position tr,-L)mustbeorthe.,* (i) "'(;) ro "propagare" rhecarry. so
far we have shown that the binary representation of k is ;
0 lcL lçz ks k4 lç5 t 0 kh_4 le¡4 k¡_2 0
'We now consider all the possibilities f.or le¡,-a kn_s kn-2, namely 100, 010, 001,
000, 111, 110, 101, 011. We take the value 100 to illustrate the method. The addition
of k to 25lc is then as follows :
U binæn" 0
25 k binæP" o
Now k¿-2 : lcn-s : 0 implies that kn-t = kn_-a : L. As k¡_a: 1, .we can thus
have k¿-e equal to 0 or 1, of course if kr,-s - 1 then we are done and a cany of 2h
is produced. We have placed a ( - Ì on lt,¡_sto indicate that it could be a 0 or a l.
The same reason applies for le¡-¡,len-v,len-rc where we have placed a ( - r on these
positions. Note that in all these cases, the value of â must be large enough such that
for example, when kn-n: 1, this means h must be at least 14 so that kn_n # ko.
This applies to the rest of this example.
A carry of 2ä will be produced in the above addition if either of the following
cases hold
(i) ko-n : 1 (k¿-rr,lrh-12,k¡r's carL take any value)
(ii) k/,-e : 0 and len-n: I (kn-,.r,fr¿-13 can take any value)
(iii) k/,-e - lcn-n:0 and kn n: I (k¿-rs can take any value)
(iv) ,h¿-e = lçn_n: kn-n - 0 and kn_ n = L.


















'Where again we want ' - r to mean that it can either be 0 or 1. A carry of
2ä is produced if kn-rc : L. I1 k¡-6 : 0 then we need to construct the suitable
binary pattern for k in the addition k + 25k which is similar to what has been done
above. Repeating the same process will show us that the possilile binary patterns of
ft (excluding kr up to k5) should look like the following ;







0tetkztcsteaks ... 1 Q-.l]-.l]JgJ 1 10 l ..!...e g¡ ooo
As before, we want the positions where ( - I occur to mean that it can be a '0' or a
'1'. If a'1'occurs in that particular position then acarry of 2à is produced. Given a
particular k¿-¿ with t - t is equal to 1, it is not necessary for a,ny other kn-j, j t i,
containing t - t to be equal to 1 for a carry of.2h to result in the addition.
The final stage is to determine all the possible values of k1 up to k5 by using
the constraint c5 : 1. As we chose lt¡-ale¡4le¡-2 to be '100', the addition we should
consider is as follows:
lrL k2 lq ka k5
10000
C1C2CgC41
This enables us determine all the possible values of. klle2lcskales each of which
will result in c5 : 1 when added to '10000'. Fo¡ instance, in this particular case, they
are {11110,01111,11101,01101,11011,01011,10111,00111,10011,00011,10101,
00101, 11001, 01001, 10001, 00001Ì.
The same process could be done for each of the other values of k¡-ak¡-slîn z
to produce other possible binary patterns of k stilt in the case when we a.ssume that
there is a carry of.2h.
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Now suppose there is no carry of 2h in the addition k + zïk. Then co : 1
implies that k¿-5 : 1 (which in turn implies that k¿-1s : 0). Contrary to the case
when there is a carry of 2h weneed a ( : ) 
at some binary position (h - i)in the
addition k + 25kas well as no ( I ) 
occurring in any bina^ry position (/r - j), wirh
i > i. To determine the appropriate binary patterns of k, we use the same method
as what was described in the case when there is a carry of. 2h . The additi on k + 25lc
is now as follows (we still :use lcn_.¿kn_slcn-z - 100):
* bin'rePn o kr k2
z'trbin'repn110
tc + zS lc bin'repn L .r c2






Now k¿-1 =kn-z:kn-s:0 implies thai lcn-a,kn-z and k¿-s can be a'0'or a'1'
Evidently, the cases for which no carry of 2à is produced are:
(i) k¿-u : I
(ii) kà-6 : 1 and kn-z : o
(iii) k,,-6 : kn-z: 1 and k¿-s : 0





















By observation the only possible binary representation of k in the case where
there is no carry of 2ä produced in the addition ,k + 25k (with the assumption that
lc¡-ale¡r-sle¿-2 takes the value 100) is:
rl+¿r-ah.no reoco,:r...1 ¡¡¡¡ ¡
00000.1 11 1 1 .!. r r 11 1 o0o.
Whereby the ( - I means the same as before, except (contrary to the case where
there is a carry of.2h) we would like to have a '0' at some position (/r. - i) where a
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( - l occurs instead of a '1'. Finally, note that the range of values of ,t1 ...k5 is the
same as the one in the case where there is a carry of. 2h. I
Example 4.L.2 For a clearer illustration of the method used in Example 4.1.1, we
consider the particular case when l¿ : 8 and determine the possible binary represen-
tations of k such that 33 < 33k mod (28 - 1) as follows.
Let le have bina¡y representation as in Example 4.1.1, that is
bin.repn
k ÙleJez . . .len-20
We consider the addition between k and 25fr assuming that (t + Z5) € S(k) (so that
co : c5: 1) as follows:
k fu lçz h le¿ ks lea 0
25k 






Firstly, we assume that there is a carry of 2h occurring in the above binary
addition. This implies that ks : 0 (as 0 * k3 * carry must be equal to c6 : 1) and










lq 1 0leak5 le6 0
kaksk6 0 0 lq 1
-"ptbin. c1C2cgC4LcaC7
Now, we inspect the possible values of. lealesk6 with rega^rds to our assumption
that a carry of 2ä occurs and also c5 : L
It is not possible for kak5k6 to adopt one of the following values
1. 100 (as we have a
2. 000 (for the same reason as for 100);
I : ) on the 3'd position which witl resutt in c5:9);,\o/
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4. 010 (as a carry of 2h cannot be produced by having ko : 0);
5. 110 (as we have a
in the subsequent positions which will result in no carry of Zh);
( : ) 




6. 111 (as we then have a on the 2'd position producing a carry which is
then "propagated" resulting in c5 : 3).
Hence the only possible values of.kaksk6 are 011 and 101 and so when there is
a caÍry of, 2h, the only possible binary representations of ,k such that 33 < 33fr in
PG(2,28) are
1. {01100110} (when lcqksleø: 011) and
2. {01101010} (when k4l{5k6: 101)
we have shown that 2(102) and D(86) are not hyperovals in pG(2,28) since
33 € 5(102) and s(86).




0 kr lcz les ka ks k6
lcaleaksk6 0 0 lq
1crc2csc4lco
fu 0l kakslea 0





Then co:1 implies that k3:1 (as 0+ kB:1). Now, es kt:0, the value of











4. Ln(as we have a ( I ) 
on rhe 3'd position and " ( ; )
positions resulting in c5 - 0).
1. 100 (as le2:0 will not result in c5 : 1);
2. 00L (for the same reason as for 100);
3. 000 (for the same reason as for 100);
{oootttOO} (corresponding to leak5k6 - t10);
on the 4th and îth
Hence the possible binary representations of k such that 33 < 33k (for the case
when kz = 0 and assuming there is no carry resulting in the addition k + 25k) arc
1
2. {00011010} and {01011010} (corresponding to leak5le6: 101);
3. {00010100} and {01010100} (corresponding to kaksk6: OtO);
4. {00010110} and {01010110} (corresponding to leaksk6: 011)
Similarly, we have shown that 2(56), 2(88), 2(90), D(40), D(42), D(104) and
D(106) are not hyperovals in PG(2,28).
Finally, for the case when kz : I and a,ssuming that a ca,rry of 2à occurs in
the addition k * 25le , we can apply the same method to obtain the possible binary
representations of k such that 33 < 33k. I
It is possible to apply and generalize the same method in Example 4.1.1 for
any value of r¿ so that we could determine, assuming (I+2) € S(k), all the possible
binary representations of k.
By using the above method, we could determine some general patterns of k
such that D(k) is not a hyperoval due to some d having 2 terms in its binomial
expansion. Two such patterns are described in the following result.
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Theorem 4.L.2 Let 4 < k < i - 2 be euen and, let k : Ðl:oL ki2i, ka € {0, 1},
so that (colq...lent is the binary representation of le . Also, if kd: l!:] c¡2i then
cocL.. .ch-L is the binary representation of kd.
Any set D(k) uith le hauing one of the following binary representations is not
a hyperoual of PG(2,2h):
(A) L<n1 + ifhisodd
+ if h is euen
. k, - 1, k6 : kn_t:0
, I L ifi : (n-rL) *2jn,(n+2)*2jn,...,2n*2jn) rcn-¿- \
I O if i : ! -l Zjn,Z+ Zjn,...,rL *Zjn







if h is euen
if h is odd
t There eústs at least one I such that lq - ! where I e {h - (2" l2ntn) -
n, h - (2n -l Zmn) - (n -1 ), . . ., h, - (2n -l Zmn) - I\ rf h - (Zn * 2nr.n) - n ) L
and,I e {1,2,. . . ,h - (2" I2mn) - L} otherwise.
Thus
nbinæn" 0h k2... &,_r 1 ...... .--v:.- q,J.00;.0 l\J q,Jg\j;
n
where the collection of n dashes ( -') Tnel,ns that at least one of the n entries is
equal to 1. ThenD(k) is not a hyperoual of PG(2,2h) where h,2 2mn*zn-2.
If h:2rnn*2n-2 then
where we must haue k1 - t
+ if lt, is odd






0 ifi:l+2j , 
where j : 0rI,2,. . . ,m for sorne integer rL Ç.
{n -l L,.. .,h - 2}.
. len-e+z^)-l = L, lcs: lcn: = 0
t Together with lcftz...k, taking all the possible (appropriate) forms such
that when added úo 1010...10100 will result in cn - !. In other word,s
ktlez . . . k. satisfies th,e following add,ition:
1010










* bin'rern o h kz .. . kn 1 10101010101 . ..0101010
2-(t+t-rn)-t
where the ualues of lq . . . kn are appropriate in the sense described aboae. In
this case, D(k) is not 0, hyperoual of PG(2,2h) with






if lt, is euen
if h is odd,
h>
Proof. Suppose k has a binary pattern as described in case (A). We must
show that co = cn : 1, or in other words show d : 1 * 2 e E(k). Consider the






















As one of the dashes is equal to 1, a carry is produced somewhere between the
binary positions number (h-Zmn- (r+ 1)) and (h-Zntn-Z") in the above addition
(marked by 'cany'). Furthermore, as the binary positions h,-(nlzm,n) up to ft.- 1
consist of alrernat r, | 00 " '0 \ 
( n" ' 1 \
** 
f rr t )t"o |00...0,1''ottcarrvispropagatedthrough
to produce a carry of 2â which translates into cs being equal to 1. Also, âs k, : I
bb
is added to ks = 0, this produces cn : L. Hence if k has a binary representation a.s
described in (A) rhen D(k) is never a hyperoval because (t + z) € S(k) for some n.
Now let k satisfy the binary pattern described in case (B). We show that c6 :
cn:!,thatis d,:(L+2,)€S(k) forsome?¿oddand L1n=[ + if /¿isodd
I + if t¿ is even


























As le¡-p¡2,n)-l:1 (marked l¡y '@') and because n is odd, a carry is procluced
at the binary position (h- (2*2nr.) - 1+ n) (marked by'*') and then propagated
to the end position (h - 1) resulting in a carry of Zä (this is because the subsequent
binary positions from (ft. - (2 + 2m) + n - L) up to (1, - 1) consist of alternating
( : ) 
."d ( ; ), 
rhis carrv or 2ä when taken modulo q - Lresults in c6 being
equal to 1. Finally, we a.ssume that kr...kn takes the correct value such that when
addition to 1010. .. 10100 is performed, we shall have the result cn : I.
Hence if ,k is of the form as in case (B),D(k) is never a hyperoval. I
4.2 Summary
In this chapter we have first of all established that, for a particular value of k, a set
S(e) : {d : L < d < q - 2,d 1 kd} is the union of orbits of d c- S(k) under the
action of the automorphism group Aut(GF(2ä)). Wu then deduced that an integer
d e {1,. . . ,e - 2} haviag one term in its binomial expansion (that is of the fotm 2
for some positive integer n.) always belongs to the set 5(k) whenever k is odd. This
gives an alternative proof to the known result that a set of points D(k) of. PG(?,zh)
is not a hyperoval whenever k is odd, a result which follows from Theorem L.2.4.
Having considered d having one term in its binomial expansion, we then focused
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our attention to an integer d e {1, . . . ,e - 2} haviag two terms in its binomial
expansion, that is d of the fotm 2^ l2 f.or two distinct positive integers n¿ and n.
By our initial observation, that a set S(k) is the union of orbits of d e S(,t) under
the action of. Aut(GF(zo)), we let d - !12, for some positive integer n) Z,be
the representative from an orbit of d of this type. Finally, we illustrated, by the use
of an example, an algorithm that determines, for a given d, : I r 2, the possible
binary representations of integers k such that d € .S(k). Hence, for a given value of
d e {1, . . . ,e- 2} having two terms in its binomial expansion, we can work out what
types of k satisfy d € S(k).
Finally, using this algorithm we formulated two general types of k (in terms of
their l¡inary representations) such that D(k) is not a hyperoval if the integer k ha^s
a binary representation which fits any of these two types.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and further research
In order to fully classify monomial hyperovals of the f.orm D(2^ + 2^), for some
positive integers ffi ) D, it is necessary to work on the cases not dealt with in
Section 3.3. Among those is the classification of sets of points of. PG(2,2h), h od.d.
and n¿+ 1 < h 12m* 1, having the form D(22 +2^),for some even integer n¿) 4.
Doing so will provide a full description of sets of points of. PG(2,2h) of the form
D(22 + 2*), for any integer 2 < m t h - L.
A useful result in the problem of classification of hyperovals of the formD(Z^ +
2*) is conjectured as follows.
Coqiecttrre 5.0.1 LetD(k) be a set of points of PG(2,2h) with le hauing two terms
in its binomial eapansion such that it is not a translation hyperoual. Then all the
equiualents of D(k) (beins D(n-r¡ , D(L - k), D(L - k-t), D((L - k)-t) and, D(k(k _
1)-t),) haue the fonnD(k') where the integer k' has at least three ter-rns in its binomial
ecpansxon.
If true, the conjecture above implies that the only hyperovals of PG(2,2h)
having the form D(2'" +2), for some distinct positive integers rn and n) are Glynn's
hyperovals D(o + 7), Segre's hyperovals 2(6) and the two translation hyperovals
D(Zn-t + 2h-2) and D(2 + 2^) (when h :2m - 1). This would be useful as it shows
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exactly which numbers k equal the sum of two powers of 2 appear as hyperovals
D(k).
A simila¡ approach in order to show that there are no other hyperovals of the
fotm D(2^ + 2) apart from the ones mentioned above in PG(2,2à) would be to
show that the only translation hyperovals of PG(2,2ä) having the form D(z + 2,.)
arc D(2h-L + 2h-2) and D(2 + 2'") (when h, :2m, - 1). If this could be shown then
it implies that any other sets of points of the form 2(k) with k having two terms in
its binomial expansion would not be a translation hyperoval (i.e. all its equivalents
would be of the form D(k') where the integer k' has at least two terms its binomial
expansion). Furthermore, we conjecture that if, in addition,D(k) is not one of;
1. Glynn's D(o + l) : D(22 + 24) în PG(2,27); or
2. Segre's 2(6) in PG(2,25)
then all the equivalents of 2(k) must be of the form D(k") where the integer k,,
must have at least three terms in its binomial expansion; thus showing that the only
hyperovals of the form D(2 + 2'") for distinct positive integers nt tn are Glynn's
D(o + 7), Segre's 2(6) and the two translation hyperovals D(Zn; +2h-2) and, D(2 -l
2-) (when h,:2m - I).
Finally, as it does not appear that there are hyperovals of the form D(2'. +Z)
(rn and n ate both even) of. PG(2,2h), h even, it may be worthwhile to pursue the
idea of classifyiag sets of points of. P G(2 ,20) , h even, of the form D(2," * 2' ) with .rn
and r¿ both even. The approach would probably be to firstly express the index of the
plane h as h = arrL*bn*r where o, b and r are non-negative integers and ¿ is as large
as possible and 0 l bn 1 m,-L. Note that the case when r : 0 occllrs in Result 3.3.4.
Also note that as h, m and n ate all even, this implies that r e {0,2,4,...,nt. -2}
(that is r takes an even value between 0 and rn-2).Afterwards, it wouid then seem
reasonable to deal with the ca.se when h : am * bn -l2 by trying to find what type
of.de {1,... ,q-2} would satisfy deS(k) for fr having the form Z^ +2,m. and,n
being distinct even integers.
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Tlre expressíon a(xy) = q(x) + a(y) should be changed to a(xy) = a(x) a$t)
Page 5, line 9
'... and calling the ...' should be changed to '... and calling then-r the
Page 5, line 20
f : PG (2, q) -+ PG (n, q) should be changed to f : PG (2, q) -> PG (2, q)
Page 7, line 8
Delete 'always' in the statement ' . .. it is alrvays called an external , tangent
Page 9, line 11
'.,. each tenr-r of odd power ...' should be'... each tenn of odd degree
Page 9, line 23
Tlre staten-rent 'where xo and xr are autornorphisms of GF (q)' must be appended to the end of the line
Page 10, line 2
The statement'where ro is an automorphism of GF(q)'must be added to the end of the line
Page 10,line L0
'... ø is an autornorphism ...' should be '... to is an automorphism
Page L2,line 1.5
The statement'lvhere xo aud xr are automorphisms of GF(q)'n-tust be appended to the end of the line
PageL2,line 17
Tlre statement 'lvhe re x o is an automorphis n of GF (q)' must be added to the end of the lir-re
Page 13, line24
No = {1, ... ,çl - 2} should be No = {1,.. .,q - l}
Page 14,line 2
'... knou'n resnlt ...' shotrld be changed to'... knolr'n results
Page 18, line 4
Delete the sentence'In other r,vords, the condition that D(k + 1) is a hyperoval in GF(q) is equivalent to
hu @) being a pennutation polynomial ovet GF'(c1)'
Page 18, lines 7-9
The serr1ence 'Unfortunatel5. the polynonrials corresponding to the Glynn hyperovals are not readily
recognizable as permutation polyromials, so this approach does uot u,ork' should be chauged to
'U¡fortunately tliis approach is difficult to use in gerreral, as indicated by the fact that the polynornials
corlesponding to the Glynn h5'perovals are not readill, recognizable as pemrutation polynolnials'
Page 20, line 5
The statement'with q being a po\ver of a prirne p' should be appended to the er-rd of the sentence

